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Summary 

Oomycetes comprise infamous plant pathogens that jeopardize global food resources. Effector 

proteins promote infections of pathogens and are consequently also found in large numbers in 

the genome of oomycetes. More recently, it was discovered that in fungi also small RNAs 

(sRNAs) can act as effectors by silencing host immunity genes by cross-kingdom RNA 

interference (RNAi). The effector diversity results in a highly complex, multilayered host 

pathogen cross-talk, whereas oomycete effector research has been mainly focused on a single 

effector class: the RxLR effectors. Consequently, I wanted to investigate two understudied 

oomycete effector classes: sRNAs and small secreted non-RxLR cysteine-rich (CR) proteins.  

I adapted an immunopurification-based method for high-throughput sequencing of pathogen 

sRNAs that were associated with the host ARGONAUTE (AGO) protein forming the RNA-

induced silencing complex (RISC). From our first insights into the putative sRNA effectors of 

H. arabidopsidis I selected candidates that revealed target transcript repression. I designed a 

novel in situ reporter that demonstrated both pathogen sRNA translocation into plants and 

efficient host target silencing. Thereby, I directly visualized the spatial dimension of cross-

kingdom RNAi in the host tissue. I validated the crucial contribution of sRNAs to virulence by 

scavenging three of them with a plant encoded sRNA target mimic array. Hereby, I introduced 

H. arabidopsidis as a complementary cross-kingdom RNAi model to B. cinerea. I suggest that 

pathogen sRNA effectors are not only a widespread virulence mechanism, but also that 

comparative research can enlighten the evolutionary forces that shape sRNA arsenals in 

pathogens with distinct lifestyles and host ranges.  

As H. arabidopsidis remains inaccessible to classical reverse genetics, me and my colleagues 

established host-induced gene silencing (HIGS) in Arabidopsis as a tool to knock down and 

study non-RxLR HaCR1 protein effector function. Isolated Arabidopsis HaCR1RNAi lines 

displayed prominent host cell death upon H. arabidopsidis infection suggesting that HaCR1 

inhibits induced plant cell death to promote infection. HaCR1 seemed to reside in the plant 

apoplast and its activity was strictly dependent on its signal peptide. We found that HaCR1 

inhibited plant extracellular protease activity, suggesting that HaCR1 might interfere with plant 

defensive proteases and protease-dependent programmed cell death (PCD), providing for the 

first time, insights into the molecular function of a H. arabidopsidis apoplastic effector.  

Taken together, I provide new insights into the role of sRNAs and cysteine-rich protein 

effectors for H. arabidopsidis host infection. Completing the picture of the pathogen virulence 

arsenal poses an important prerequisite towards more effective pathogen control.    
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Introduction 

Oomycetes: constant threats to global food resources 

Plants are permanently threatened by a plethora of herbivores and pathogens. It is estimated 

that around 20-40% of global production of major crops is lost due to pests and diseases, 

severely impacting food availability for the growing world population (Savary et al., 2019). 

Major agricultural pests comprise highly different organisms such as weeds, bacteria, fungi, 

nematodes, insects and oomycetes (Oerke, 2006). The latter are filamentous organisms that 

superficially resemble fungi, but are phylogenetically distinct from them, belonging together 

with diatoms and brown algae to the phylum straminipila also known as the stramenopiles 

(Thines, 2014). Oomycetes comprise free living saprophytic species, that fulfill important 

ecological functions degrading organic matter especially in freshwater ecosystems (Masigol et 

al., 2019). However, the majority of oomycete species has adapted to a parasitic lifestyle, giving 

rise to some of the most notorious plant pathogens (Thines and Kamoun, 2010). Outbreaks of 

oomycete pathogens like Phytophthora infestans, causing the potato late blight disease, can 

lead to devastating crop losses such as the one responsible for the Great Famine in Ireland in 

the 1840s, and more recently 2008 in South India. Further examples of oomycete pathogens 

with a high economic impact include the soybean root rot pathogen Phytophthora sojae, the oil 

palm pathogen Phytophthora palmivora and the grape downy mildew pathogen Plasmopara 

viticola (Derevnina et al., 2016; Kamoun et al., 2015).  

Besides plant pathogens, some oomycetes have evolved into parasites in aquatic ecosystems 

like the infamous fish pathogen Saprolegnia parasitica. Especially after the ban of treatment 

with Malachite Green due to its high toxicity, it is estimated that around 10% of all cultured 

salmon worldwide succumb to saprolegniasis (Earle and Hintz, 2014). Finally, oomycetes are 

among the few pathogens that can also cause enormous damage in natural ecosystems. 

Examples include the large-scale abolition of oak trees by Phytophthora ramorum in California 

(Grünwald et al., 2008), the devastating dieback disease outbreaks caused by Phytophthora 

cinnamomi wiping out entire ecosystems in Australia (Cahill et al., 2008), and also the 

eradication of large parts of wild European crayfish populations by the crayfish plague pathogen 

Aphanomyces astaci (Svoboda et al., 2017).  

Oomycete control in agriculture has been relying on the extensive application of chemical 

pesticides and the breeding of resistant crop cultivars. However, oomycetes have displayed a 

remarkable capability to quickly adapt to plant resistance and withstand pesticide treatments 

(Delmas et al., 2017; Fry, 2008). In addition, chemical pesticide application bears large 
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economic costs and can be highly detrimental for ecosystems, consumers, and farmers (Sang 

and Kim, 2020). A central limiting factor for more specific, durable, and sustainable oomycete 

pest control is the incomplete knowledge of their molecular weaponry. How oomycetes 

overcome host immunity and reprogram host physiology for their own benefit remain, despite 

extensive research efforts, incompletely answered questions. 

Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis as an oomycete model plant pathogen 

One central model system to uncover the molecular basis for oomycete virulence as well as 

plant resistance is the Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) downy mildew pathogen 

Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Kamoun et al., 2015). H. arabidopsidis is one of the few 

pathogens frequently colonizing wild Arabidopsis plants, being its sole natural host (Agler et 

al., 2016; McDowell, 2014). It is an obligate biotrophic pathogen that fully relies on nutrients 

obtained from living host cells and can only complete its life cycle if the host tissue remains 

alive during the entire interaction (Glazebrook, 2005).  

The infection cycle starts with a germinating conidiospore on the host leaf surface that 

penetrates through the cuticle and forms intercellular hyphae in the leaf (Slusarenko and 

Schlaich, 2003). The pathogen develops specialized invaginations breaching the host cell wall, 

called haustoria, which are believed to be the main hub for nutrient delivery as well as signal 

exchange. The haustoria are separated from the plant cytoplasm by a newly synthesized plant 

membrane called extrahaustorial membrane and the space between haustorium and plant cell is 

filled with an amorphous layer: the extrahaustorial matrix (Judelson and Ah-Fong, 2019). This 

intimate interaction requires extensive communication between the host and the pathogen. In 

the case of biotrophic pathogens like H. arabidopsidis, this communication is required not only 

to dampen the host immune response, but also to largely subvert host physiology to enable 

constant nutrient delivery and life cycle completion (Thordal-Christensen et al., 2018).  

The asexual life cycle of H. arabidopsidis is completed by the formation of aerial, tree-like 

condiophores that breach out of the stomata and carry the conidiospores. These conidiospores 

can start a new infection cycle on other leaves or plants. In addition, H. arabidopsidis is a 

homothallic organism and can reproduce sexually by the differentiation of hyphae into oogonia 

and antheridia, usually followed by self-fertilization. However, crossing of distinct isolates is 

also possible (Bailey et al., 2011; Koch and Slusarenko, 1990). Fertilization leads to the 

development of oospores, which represent a permanent form, for example, to over-winter. 

Germinated oospores can infect the roots of Arabidopsis, followed by systemic growth and 

conidiospore production, re-starting the asexual reproduction cycle (Slusarenko and Schlaich, 

2003).  
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Oomycete effectors with focus on H. arabidopsidis 

To obtain nutrients from the host and complete their life cycle, oomycetes like H. arabidopsidis 

and other groups of pathogens and pests, rely on small, secreted peptides to manipulate their 

hosts: the so-called effectors (Hogenhout et al., 2009). The number of putative effectors in plant 

pathogenic oomycete genomes ranges from ~80 in the white rust pathogen Albugo laibachii, 

over ~130 in H. arabidopsidis, to ~700 in Phytophthora infestans (Baxter et al., 2010; Haas et 

al., 2009; Kemen et al., 2011). Effectors do not only interfere with host immunity but redirect 

the entire host physiology to provide nutrients. Thus, targets of effectors also include 

susceptibility genes like cell wall remodeling enzymes (van Schie and Takken, 2014).  

The effectors of H. arabidopsidis can be classified by sequence features into RxLRs, 

CRINKLERs (CRNs) with a LFLAK motif, necrosis and ethylene-inducing peptide-like 

proteins (NLPs) and so called cysteine-rich (CR) proteins (Cabral et al., 2011). Importantly 

these classes do not represent conventional protein families and show, apart from short 

translocation motifs or overall amino acid frequencies, little to no sequence homology 

(Schornack et al., 2009; Win et al., 2007). Most effectors are refined to a single pathogen 

species or even isolate while conserved protein effectors are an exception. Out of over hundred 

effectors, only six effectors were shared between H. arabidopsidis and the sunflower downy 

mildew pathogen Plasmopara halstedii and only three syntenic effector families were 

conserved between H. arabidopsidis and P. infestans (Baxter et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2015). 

However, around 30% of effectors share common structural elements in the WY-domain fold 

without sequence conservation, indicating potential functional conservation (Win et al., 2012).  

Much research effort has been directed towards effectors containing a RxLR amino acid motif, 

where x stands for any amino acid, frequently followed by a (d)EER motif (Govers and 

Bouwmeester, 2008; Rehmany et al., 2005). RxLR effectors were found to be translocated into 

the host cell during infection and comprise the vast majority of known avirulence genes (Rouxel 

and Balesdent, 2010; Whisson et al., 2007). Despite being essential for the translocation, the 

exact molecular role of the RxLR motif itself remains controversial (Ellis and Dodds, 2011; 

Wawra et al., 2012). RxLR effectors are common and crucial for the virulence of Phytophthora 

and downy mildew species like H. arabidopsidis, but do not seem to play a comparable role in 

other pathogenic oomycete genera like Albugo, Phytium or Saprolegnia (Anderson et al., 2015).  

The molecular function of an increasing number of RxLR effectors from plant pathogenic 

oomycetes has been elucidated and host target proteins have been identified (Kanja and 

Hammond‐Kosack, 2020).  
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A large-scale experiment reported a bacterial growth promotion of 70% of the tested 64 RxLR 

effectors of H. arabidopsidis in at least one Arabidopsis accessions, when the effector was 

delivered by modified Pseudomonas syringae bacteria. Out of these effectors promoting 

bacterial growth, 77% could also reduce plant callose deposition, a hallmark of plant immunity. 

The expression of nine candidate effectors in Arabidopsis resulted, in seven cases, in higher H. 

arabidopsidis proliferation, but no further interactors or molecular functions were suggested 

(Fabro et al., 2011). In another study, overexpression of 13 RxLR effectors in planta led, in all 

but one case, to increased susceptibility towards Pseudomonas syringae infection, however it 

suppressed the growth of the oomycete P. capsici. The growth of H. arabidopsidis itself was 

not influenced, indicating sufficient endogenous effector production or small contribution of 

individual effectors (Pel et al., 2014). The effectors HaRxL62 and HaRxL96 reduced SA 

dependent defense marker gene induction and interfered with basal immune responses like 

callose deposition, however no molecular mechanism was suggested (Anderson et al., 2012; 

Asai et al., 2014). 

Compared to Phytophthora species, the amount of H. arabidopsidis effectors with an elucidated 

molecular function remains low. The effector HaRxL44 weakened the salicylic acid dependent 

immune response by destabilizing the Arabidopsis mediator complex component MED19a 

(Caillaud et al., 2013). Also the second characterized effector, HaRxL106, targeted salicylic 

acid-dependent immune responses, directly binding RADICAL‐INDUCED CELL DEATH 1 

(RCD1) and perturbing its capacity to activate immune response factors (Wirthmueller et al., 

2018). The effector HaRxL21 recruits the Arabidopsis transcription repressors TOPLESS 

(TPL) and TOPLESS-RELATED (TPR) 1 to interfere with the defense gene induction and 

thereby promotes the infection with H. arabidopsidis, but also with the necrotrophic pathogen 

B. cinerea (Harvey et al., 2020).  

Molecular effector functions have been predominantly investigated by heterologous effector 

expression in planta and in vitro assays, as the obligate biotrophic H. arabidopsidis can be 

neither cultured nor transformed (McDowell, 2014). A study investigating the function of the 

H. arabidopsidis NLPs came to the conclusion that, despite their homology, those effectors 

have lost the ability to trigger host cell death (Cabral et al., 2012). A structural analysis revealed 

that HaNLP3 has lost the molecular flexibility to bind plant sphingolipid glycosylinositol 

phosphorylceramides and thereby promote phytotoxicity (Lenarčič et al., 2019). However, this 

special feature is in line with their occurrence in a biotrophic pathogen.  

Functional data on other H. arabidopsidis effector classes are limited and do not expand further 

as their role of avirulence genes in race-specific resistance, like the only known non-RXLR 
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avirulence gene ATR5. ATR5 however does contain a conventional EER motif and the RXLR 

motif might be replaced by a functionally redundant GRVR motif (Bailey et al., 2011). 

Especially little is known about the class of cysteine-rich proteins, even if those contain the 

most highly expressed effectors of H. arabidopsidis (Asai et al., 2014). The most abundant 

effector transcript of H. arabidopsidis encodes Cystein-rich protein (HaCR) 1, also known as 

Ppat14, which function remains so far largely enigmatic (Bittner-Eddy et al., 2003; Cabral et 

al., 2011). Effectors frequently display a large number of cysteines, that are believed to aid 

protein stability by the formation of disulfide bridges. This is believed to be especially essential 

to withstand the harsh, protease-rich environment in the plant apoplast (Rocafort et al., 2020).  

In recent years, sRNAs triggering gene silencing by RNA interference (RNAi) have emerged 

as an entirely new class of fungal pathogen effectors besides the extensively studied 

proteinaceous effectors (Weiberg et al., 2014). 

The plant immune response to H. arabidopsidis 

To enable successful infection, plant pathogens like H. arabidopsidis have to overcome a multi-

layered and complex plant immune system. Unlike vertebrates, plants do not possess 

specialized mobile immune cells, but every cell provides a cell-autonomous immune response 

(Spoel and Dong, 2012). The concept of plant immunity/susceptibility is classically described 

by the zig-zag model introduced around 15 years ago and outlined in the following paragraph 

(Jones and Dangl, 2006).  

Plants achieve basic immunity by membrane bound receptors that recognize conserved 

pathogen/microbe- or damage-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs/MAMPs/DAMPs) like 

bacterial flagellin, chitin or plant cell wall fragments. The perception of PAMPs triggers a 

signaling cascade, that ultimately provides immunity towards a wide variety of pathogens 

known as PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI). Classic oomycete PAMPs include β-glucans and 

eicosapolyenoic acids, although their detection mechanism remains to be determined (Robinson 

and Bostock, 2014). A well described PTI response that limits the spread of H. arabidopsidis 

is the induction of salicylic acid (SA) dependent defense genes PATHOGENESIS-RELATED 

GENE 1 (AtPR1). AtPR1 encodes for a secreted sterol binding protein, that efficiently limits 

the growth of sterol auxotrophic oomycetes like H. arabidopsidis (Alexander et al., 1993; 

Gamir et al., 2017). Another classic PTI response is the deposition of callose, that in the case 

of H. arabidopsidis first accumulates at the haustorial neck and later encases the entire 

haustorium. This process is regulated by the plasmodesmal protein PLASMODESMATA-

LOCATED PROTEIN 1 (PDLP1), which accordingly limits H. arabidopsidis proliferation 

(Caillaud et al., 2014).  
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However, adapted, virulent pathogens have evolved strategies to overcome PTI and enable 

successful infection. A striking similarity between highly diverse pathogens like bacteria, 

oomycetes, and fungi is the subversion of the plant PTI by effectors that were described in the 

previous chapter, resulting in effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS). In a next layer of 

immunity, specific effectors, in this context also named avirulence genes, can be recognized by 

host nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like receptors (NOD-like receptors, NLRs), 

leading to a strong immune response and plant resistance. Therefore, receptors mediating this 

effector-triggered immunity (ETI) are also called resistance genes (R genes). ETI is frequently 

marked by an programmed, localized host cell death, called the hypersensitive response (HR), 

that is especially efficient against biotrophic pathogens like H. arabidopsidis. R gene mediated 

resistance of Arabidopsis against H. arabidopsidis largely follows Henry Flor’s gene-for-gene 

concept (Flor, 1971) also known as race specific resistance. So far 47 R genes, called 

RECOGNITION OF PERONOSPORA PARASITICA (RPP), providing resistance against at 

least one isolate of H. arabidopsidis were described, however are large number of them 

represents only different alleles and they are predominantly encoded by six genomic loci 

(Nemri et al., 2010). Extensive research efforts have led to the molecular identification of seven 

Arabidopsis RPP genes together with the three corresponding H. arabidopsidis avirulence 

genes (Woods-Tör et al., 2018). Recently, it was demonstrated that upon direct binding of the 

H. arabidopsidis effector ATR1, the resistance gene AtRPP1 becomes oligomerized and then 

catalyzes the hydrolysis of NAD+ (S. Ma et al., 2020), a known cell death trigger in animals 

and plants (Horsefield et al., 2019). However, some H. arabidopsidis effectors like HaRxL103 

evade recognition by resistance genes through polymorphisms in expression and localization 

(Asai et al., 2018).  

In addition to full resistance, there are various degrees of intermediate resistance phenotypes 

termed flecking necrosis, pitting necrosis and trailing necrosis. In addition, host resistance is 

developmental stage specific, with the cotyledons usually being more susceptible than true 

leaves (Coates and Beynon, 2010; Krasileva et al., 2011). 

Plant hormones play paramount roles to integrate pathogen stimuli and mediate immune 

responses. The defense response against biotrophic pathogens like H. arabidopsidis is mainly 

mediated by SA (Glazebrook, 2005) and pre-treatment of plants with either SA or the synthetic 

analog 2,6-dichloroisonicotinic acid (INA) primes the plants for a strong immune response 

against H. arabidopsidis leading to trailing necrosis and enhanced resistance (Lawton et al., 

1995). The paramount role of SA is also highlighted by the large number downy mildew 
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effectors interfering with hormone signaling (Asai et al., 2014; Caillaud et al., 2013; 

Wirthmueller et al., 2018).  

Over the last decade it has become more apparent that the signaling pathways between PTI and 

ETI are highly interconnected, overlapping and potentially continuous, rather than distinct 

processes (Thomma et al., 2011). Importantly, major plant defense hormones like SA are crucial 

to achieve both PTI and ETI (Zhang and Li, 2019). Therefore, some researchers proposed a 

refined model for plant immunity/susceptibility focusing on immunity layers instead of the 

immunity trigger molecule (Wang et al., 2019). Hence, the plant immune response consists of 

three layers: the recognition layer (i.e., the receptors), the signal integration layer (e.g. kinase 

cascades and hormone production) and the defense-action layer (e.g. anti-microbial protein 

secretion or PCD and HR). This complex immune system has to be tightly regulated to ensure 

both prevention of auto-immunity and rapid activation upon pathogen infection (Spoel and 

Dong, 2012). In recent years, it was discovered that among the major regulators of plant 

immunity are plant sRNAs, which suppress complementary immunity genes or susceptibility 

genes after infection via RNAi.  

RNA interference in plants and its role in plant immunity 

In eukaryotes, sRNAs can trigger the repression of complementary transcripts, a phenomenon 

known as RNAi. RNAi has crucial functions such as transposon control, antiviral defense and 

endogenous gene regulation for development, physiology and stress response (Alberts, 2015). 

Small RNAs in plants are classified according to their biogenesis pathways into microRNAs 

(miRNAs), natural antisense small interfering RNAs (nat-siRNAs), phased secondary small 

interfering small RNAs (pha-siRNA) and other classes involved in RNA directed DNA 

methylation termed heterochromatic small interfering RNAs (hc-siRNAs). While miRNAs are 

derived from hairpin folding primary microRNAs (pri-miRNAs) transcribed by RNA-

Polymerase II, siRNAs derive from perfectly complementary double stranded RNAs and 

typically depend on a RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RDR) (Bologna and Voinnet, 2014). 

These double stranded RNA precursors are processed by the Dicer complex (consisting of a 

Dicer-like endonuclease (DCL) and several co-factors) into short 21-24 nt long sRNAs 

(Khraiwesh et al., 2012). These sRNAs then bind to an Argonaute (AGO) protein to form the 

plant RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) (Baumberger and Baulcombe, 2005). After the 

star strand is dismissed, the guide strand of the sRNA then binds complementary mRNAs and 

mediates to their cleavage via the Argonaute slicer function or translational repression (Fang 

and Qi, 2016). The genome of Arabidopsis encodes for ten Argonaute proteins, with AtAGO1 

as the major Argonaute protein in post-transcriptional gene silencing (Vaucheret, 2008). The 
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sorting of plant sRNAs into the diverse Argonaute proteins depends on the sRNA size and the 

5’ nucleotide. Immunopurification of Argonaute proteins, coupled to sequencing of the 

associated sRNAs, revealed that Arabidopsis AGO1 preferentially binds to 21 nt long sRNAs 

with 5’ terminal uracil, two central features of plant miRNAs (Mi et al., 2008; Montgomery et 

al., 2008). Similar approaches were used to gain insights into changes of the sRNAs associated 

with the host AGO1 and AGO2 during bacterial infection (X. Zhang et al., 2011) and several 

method reports with protocol details on co-immunopurification of plant RISC with associated 

plant sRNAs are published (Carbonell, 2017; Zhao et al., 2012). 

Besides its role in development and physiology, RNAi can regulate the plant immune system. 

Some sRNAs are positive regulators of immunity, they become induced upon infection and 

silence susceptibility genes. The Arabidopsis miR393 was the first discovered plant miRNA 

that confers immunity against bacterial infection. After bacterial infection, it is induced and 

represses auxin signaling, and thereby potentially shifts the growth-defense equilibrium 

(Navarro et al., 2006). Interestingly, the star strand of the same miRNA miR393* can bind to 

AtAGO2 and silences the negative regulator of plant immunity MEMBRIN (AtMEMB) 12 to 

prevent secretion of AtPR1 (X. Zhang et al., 2011).  

In the absence of pathogens, the miR472/miR482 family suppresses R gene expression by post-

transcriptional silencing. However, NLR transcripts are not only a direct target of this miRNA 

family, but also trigger the production of secondary siRNAs that enhance the silencing effect 

and can also silence NLR genes in trans that are not directly targeted by miR482 itself (Li et 

al., 2012; Shivaprasad et al., 2012). Thus, plants prevent auto-immunity risks, but still remain 

capable of retaining large NLR sets to confer a robust immune against most pathogens (Lai and 

Eulgem, 2018). 

Besides post-transcriptional silencing, sRNAs do also mediate transcriptional gene silencing of 

immune genes by the RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway using AGO4 as the 

main hub (Bologna and Voinnet, 2014). Arabidopsis mutants impaired in RdDM revealed 

enhanced resistance against H. arabidopsidis infection, whereas hypermethylation mutants 

displayed increased susceptibility. This methylation status dependent resistance was associated 

with increased callose deposition and enhanced salicylic acid dependent defense gene 

expression (López Sánchez et al., 2016).  

The crucial importance of sRNAs for defense against oomycetes is furthermore underscored by 

the evolution of oomycete effectors that suppress silencing. Phytophthora sojae encodes for 

two silencing suppressors, Phytophthora Suppressor of RNA silencing (PSR) 1 that suppresses 

biosynthesis of diverse sRNAs like miRNAs and siRNAs, and PSR2 that is specifically 
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repressing phased siRNAs (Hou et al., 2019; Qiao et al., 2013). While PSR1 is restricted to P. 

sojae, PSR2 is a conserved effector of various Phytophthora species and homolog of PSR2 is 

also encoded in the H. arabidopsidis genome. However, unlike the Phytophthora PSR2 

effectors it is missing the RxLR translocation motif and only contains a dEER-like motif, so its 

activity remains unclear (Xiong et al., 2014). Intriguingly, the suppression of silencing by 

pathogen effectors automatically releases silencing of plant NLRs, providing a plant counter-

defense, another advantage of R gene control via RNAi (Lai and Eulgem, 2018).  

RNA interference in oomycetes 

While extensive studies have elucidated the RNAi machinery and function in plants, relatively 

little is known about the role of RNAi in oomycetes. Small RNA-seq of P. infestans revealed 

two distinct classes of 21 nt and 25-26 nt which are mainly encoded by gene sparse, but 

transposon and effector-rich genomic regions, and are associated with oomycete Argonaute 

proteins (Åsman et al., 2016; Fahlgren et al., 2013; Vetukuri et al., 2012). Though it has been 

suggested that sRNAs mediate large-scale transposon control and co-repression of nearby 

effector genes (Vetukuri et al., 2013; Whisson et al., 2012), no direct experimental evidence for 

this hypothesis has been reported.  

Recently, a combined sRNA-seq and mRNA-seq study on P. parasitica reported widespread 

efficient silencing of homologous genes by 25-26 nt sRNAs, while 21 nt sRNAs failed to 

repress gene expression (Jia et al., 2017). This report however investigated only silencing in 

cis, that means of the locus from which the sRNAs were produced. Conversely, any silencing 

in trans as well as the role of the single bona fide Phytophthora miRNA miR8788 remain 

largely unknown and controversial (Fahlgren et al., 2013). One demonstrated role of RNAi in 

P. sojae pathogenicity is trans-generational silencing of the avirulence gene PsAVR3a by cis-

regulatory sRNAs. Silencing of AvR3a might be an advantage for P. sojae to escape RPS3a 

gene mediated resistance (Qutob et al., 2013). Like Phytophthora, the genome of H. 

arabidopsidis encodes all canonical RNAi components: two DCL genes, one RDR gene and 

two AGO genes (Bollmann et al., 2018, 2016), suggesting production of small regulatory 

RNAs. However, any role of RNAi or small RNAs has not so far been investigated. 

Cross-kingdom RNA interference 

The role of pathogen sRNAs as direct regulators of host genes was firstly observed in the fungal 

plant pathogen Botrytis cinerea. Upon infection, sRNAs of this broad host, necrotrophic 

pathogen invaded the host RISC. This resulted in a repression of complementary immunity 

genes, such as mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases in both tomato (Solanum 
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lycopersicum) and Arabidopsis (Weiberg et al., 2013). These secreted sRNAs were crucial for 

Botrytis virulence, and thus the term small RNA effector was coined in analogy to protein 

effectors (Wang et al., 2015). The direct communication between two phylogenetically distinct 

organisms via sRNAs was termed cross-kingdom RNA interference (Weiberg et al., 2015). 

Botrytis cross-kingdom sRNAs exhibited key characteristics of plant miRNAs enabling them 

to bind to the host AGO1 and direct silencing of complementary host mRNA sequences. 

Consequently, hypomorphic atago1-27 mutants resisted infection by Botrytis cinerea, while 

atdcl1-7 mutants revealed no such resistance, suggesting the mobile entity are ready processed 

sRNAs rather than longer precursors (Weiberg et al., 2013).  

In the last couple of years several other fungal pathogens like Sclerotinia sclerotium, Puccinia 

striiformis f. sp. tritici, Verticilium dahliae, Fusarium graminearum and the insect pathogen 

Beauveria bassiana were demonstrated to use comparable virulence strategies (Cui et al., 2019; 

Derbyshire et al., 2019; Jian and Liang, 2019; B. Wang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016). Several 

additional studies suggested the possibility of cross-kingdom RNAi in fungal pathogens and 

mutualists based on sequence homology and in silico target predictions, however without 

experimental evidence (Kusch et al., 2018; Silvestri et al., 2020, 2019). The employment of 

sRNAs as a new class of effectors is not restricted to fungi, but was also discovered in parasitic 

plants of the genus Cuscuta, the mammalian gastrointestinal nematode Heligmosomoides 

polygyrus and the mutualistic root nodule bacterium Bradyrhizobium japonicum (Buck et al., 

2014; Johnson et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019; Shahid et al., 2018).  

Interestingly, plants also use sRNAs to counteract pathogens, downregulating their virulence 

genes, making cross-kingdom RNAi a bidirectional phenomenon. A first incidence of this 

natural host-induced gene silencing was reported in cotton plants defending against the fungus 

Verticlillium dahliae (Zhang et al., 2016). Afterwards, defensive sRNAs were also discovered 

in Arabidopsis when under attack by the fungus Botrytis cinerea, making sRNA crosstalk truly 

bi-directional in this interaction (Cai et al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2016 and Figure 1).  

Recent research has been focused on the means of transport of sRNAs between host and 

pathogen, with extracellular vesicles (EVs) garnering a lot of attention. These are small 

membrane-enclosed compartments produced by all domains of life with very diverse cargos 

such as DNA, proteins, toxins and RNAs of various lengths, including sRNAs (van Niel et al., 

2018). Though their involvement in cross-kingdom sRNA transport has been suggested in 

Arabidopsis and nematodes (Cai et al., 2018b; Chow et al., 2019 and Figure 1), convincing 

direct in vivo evidence is missing and especially plant EV research remains in its absolute 

infancy (Rutter and Innes, 2020).  
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of B. cinerea-Arabidopsis bidirectional cross kingdom RNAi. Small 

RNAs of B. cinerea load into the host AGO1 protein to confer silencing of immunity genes in 

Arabidopsis and tomato. Equivalently, Arabidopsis uses sRNAs to silence fungal virulence genes, 

some of them involved in vesicle trafficking. The figure also displays the transport of sRNAs via 

extracellular vesicles (EVs), though in vivo a proof of their function in RNA delivery is still missing 

and thereby remains a tempting speculation. 

A fascinating example illustrating the role of sRNAs and protein effectors in the plant-pathogen 

arms race was suggested for Phytophthora: Arabidopsis might use phased siRNA from 

pentatricopeptide-repeat (PPR) protein encoding loci to suppress Phytophthora capsici genes, 

limiting pathogen growth (Hou et al., 2019). To counteract this oomycete pathogens like P. 

sojae and P. infestans may employ the RxLR protein effector PSR2 that impairs phased siRNA 

biogenesis during infection of their respective hosts (Qiao et al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2014).  

Host-induced gene silencing (HIGS) as a genetic tool in basic and applied research 

Transgenic expression of dsRNAs in a host plant can lead to the repression of complementary 

transcripts in pests and pathogens. This somewhat surprising observation was first discovered 

in insect larvae feeding on maize and cotton (Baum et al., 2007; Mao et al., 2007). This so-

called host-induced gene silencing represented the first clear evidence for cross-kingdom RNA 
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silencing and was later also observed in a plethora of fungal pathogens including Blumeria 

graminis f. sp. hordei, Fusarium graminearum, Magnaporthe oryzae and Botrytis cinerea (Guo 

et al., 2019; Koch et al., 2013; Nowara et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2016). Thanks to its broad 

applicability HIGS can have a major impact in future crop protection measures, as the targeting 

of genes required for pathogen survival or virulence can confer highly specific, durable 

resistance with minimized environmental effects (Koch and Kogel, 2014). The first HIGS based 

transgenic maize plant, called SmartStax PRO, was approved by the US Environmental 

Protection Agency in 2017. It expresses a dsRNA targeting Snf7 of the western corn rootworm 

besides several insecticidal proteins of Bacillus thuringiensis and its commercial introduction 

by Monsanto (now part of Bayer) and DowAgroSciences is expected in the next years (Head et 

al., 2017). However, as with all pest control strategies, careful crop management is paramount, 

as by selection under laboratory conditions a western corn rootworm population could be 

obtained, which greatly resisted gene repression by HIGS (Khajuria et al., 2018).  

Next to its use as an innovative tool in crop protection, HIGS has also become a powerful 

reverse genetics method to unravel gene functions in obligate biotrophic organisms such as 

nematodes, powdery mildews, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi and rust fungi, that are inaccessible 

by classical genetical modification methods (Helber et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2006; Pliego et 

al., 2013; Qi et al., 2018). Compared to the high number of fungal examples, the sample size 

for successful HIGS application in oomycetes is rather limited. An initial trial in Phytophthora 

parasitica did not lead to silencing of the endogenous target gene, despite expression of the 

hairpin (M. Zhang et al., 2011). Since then, however, successful application of HIGS restricting 

pathogen growth was reported from the lettuce downy mildew pathogen Bremia lactuae and 

the potato late blight pathogen P. infestans (Govindarajulu et al., 2015; Jahan et al., 2015; Sanju 

et al., 2015). Another elegant validation of the efficacy of HIGS in oomycetes was the silencing 

of an avirulence gene, thereby enabling growth of P. capsici in an otherwise resistant Nicotiana 

species (Vega-Arreguín et al., 2014). These studies however evaluated HIGS rather as a tool 

for plant protection and did not target pathogen genes with unknown function, but well 

described housekeeping or effector genes.  

As an alternative approach to HIGS, exogenous application of RNA can also lead to target gene 

repression: a phenomenon termed environmental RNAi or spray-induced gene silencing (SIGS) 

(Koch et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). SIGS bears the advantage of not requiring genetic 

modification, and thereby prevent associated extensive regulation and consumer reservation 

(Cai et al., 2018a). However, to this day, there has been no thorough investigation of the 

applicability of SIGS outside of controlled laboratory environments, and stability and storage 
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of RNA pesticides remain an issue to be solved prior to wide market introduction. Recently, a 

possible approach was proposed by the administration of dsRNAs in layered double hydroxide 

clay nanosheets to increase their stability. Under such conditions, the plant protective effect of 

RNAs against viral infection could be expanded to 20 days (Mitter et al., 2017). 
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Aims of the thesis 

An incomplete understanding of the diverse effector arsenal and its molecular function is a 

central obstacle towards more specific and durable pathogen control management. The sRNAs 

of B. cinerea were reported to promote infection by binding to the host RISC complex in a 

process called cross-kingdom RNAi. However, it remained unclear if phylogenetically distinct 

plant pathogens like oomycetes employ sRNA effectors as well.  

Therefore, in the first part of this study, I wanted to investigate the role of sRNAs in the 

virulence of the downy mildew pathogen Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis. In order to gain 

insights into the H. arabidopsidis sRNA effector arsenal, my goal was to establish a protocol 

for the immunopurification of RISC-associated sRNAs, their high-throughput sequencing, and 

subsequent bioinformatic analysis.  

I wanted to clarify if and how these sRNAs convey virulence and investigate the largely 

unknown spatial and temporal dimensions of cross-kingdom RNAi. Therefore, a central aim 

was to establish an in situ silencing reporter system that can indicate cross-kingdom RNAi in 

the native host-pathogen system. Another central aim was to evaluate the importance of sRNA 

effectors for the virulence, also in comparison to previously investigated protein effectors. 

In case H. arabidopsidis performs cross-kingdom RNAi, I seek to analyze the target genes and 

compare them with known B. cinerea target genes. Are common pathways or even the same 

genes targeted by distinct plant pathogens? Can I identify novel host immunity factors by 

research on cross-kingdom RNAi targets? 

The target of the second part of this work was to complement the functional insights on sRNA 

effectors with an investigation of the highest expressed, but molecularly completely 

uncharacterized, protein effector class: the cysteine-rich proteins. As H. arabidopsidis can 

neither be cultured nor transformed, my aim was to establish HIGS as a reverse genetics tool 

and elucidate the function of the cysteine-rich protein effector HaCR1. I wanted to achieve a 

functional HaCR1 knock-down to enable research on its role during the plant-pathogen 

interaction. By in silico analysis and in planta expression of the effector, I wanted to gather 

further insights into the localization and the molecular function of HaCR1.  

Taken together, I aimed to provide first evidence of the virulence function of two classes of 

non-RxLR effectors: sRNAs and cysteine-rich proteins. Thus, I sought to lay the foundation for 

future research on these highly relevant, though understudied effector classes.  
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Results 

I: Oomycete small RNAs bind to the plant RNA-induced silencing complex for 

virulence. 
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Supplementary data: 

 
Figure 1 – figure supplement 1 

Insights into the small RNAome of H. arabidopsidis and Arabidopsis. 

(a) HpasRNAs mapped to distinct coding and to non-coding genomic regions. (b) Relative read 

counts and size distribution of HpasRNAs mapped to different genomic regions at 4 and 7 dpi. 

(c) Size distribution and first nucleotide analysis of AtAGO1-associated sRNAs of A. thaliana. 

 

 
Figure 1 – figure supplement 2 

Stem-loop RT-PCR revealed HpasRNA2, HpasRNA30 and HpasRNA90 expression at 4 

and 7 dpi in three biological replicates. 

Total RNA served as loading control. 
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Figure 1 – figure supplement 3 

Relative expression of AtAED3 and AtWNK2 was measured in mock-treated or 

H. arabidopsidis inoculated plants. 

H. arabidopsidis-infected WT and atago1-27 seedlings before and at 4 and 7 dpi by qRT-PCR 

using AtActin as a reference in two independent infection experiments (a, b). The bars within 

the graphs represent the average of n ≥ three biological replicates, and letters indicate groups 

of statistically significant difference within one time point by ANOVA followed by TukeyHSD 

with p≤0.05. Numbers below the graphs give change-fold factors of H. arabidopsidis-infected 

versus mock-treated samples. 
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Figure 1 – figure supplement 4 

5’ RACE PCR did not provide evidence for pathogen sRNA mediated target cleavage. 

(a) Agarose gel images show RACE-PCR bands amplified at the predicted cleavage size of 

440 bp for AtAED3 and 530 bp for AtWNK2, marked with asterisks. (b) Mapping schemes of 

AtWNK2 and AtAED3 mRNA reads indicated the ends of RACE-PCR fragments corresponding 

to a as revealed by next generation sequencing. (c) Numbers of 5’ end position of AtWNK2 

and AtAED3 mRNAs at the predicted HpasRNA2 or HpasRNA90 target sites. 
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Figure 1 – figure supplement 5 

The reporter was neither activated by an endogenous miRNA target site nor by a distinct 

pathogen. 

(a) Csy4 repressor reporter with HpasRNA2 and HpasRNA90 target sequence (ts) is depicted 

on the top and with AtmiRNA164 ts of the AtCUC2 target gene on the bottom. GUS staining of 

infected leaves at two magnifications revealed sequence-specific reporter silencing at 4 dpi in 

HpasRNA2/HpasRNA90 ts construct but not in AtmiRNA164 ts. (b) The Csy4 reporter was not 

activated by the oomycete pathogen Phytophthora capsici. At 2 dpi, P. capsici formed a dense 

hyphal network, but no pathogen-associated GUS activity was observed (upper panel). In two 

of the five inspected leaf discs GUS activity was detected in cell clusters, but these were 

independent of pathogen presence (lower panel). The numbers indicate leaves with GUS 

activity per total inspected leaves in this experiment. Red arrows indicate H. arabidopsidis or 

P. capsici hyphae. Scale bars indicate 50 µm. 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 1 

Enhanced resistance against infection was restricted to atago1 mutants. 

(a) H. arabidopsidis genomic DNA content in cotyledons was lower in atago1-27 compared to 

WT, as measured by qPCR relative to plant genomic DNA at 4 dpi with n ≥ three biological 

replicates. (b) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images of atago1-27 cotyledons did not show 

any necrosis at 7 dpi. (c) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images of atago1-45 and atago1-

46 revealed trailing necrosis at 7 dpi with H. arabidopsidis. (d) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy 

images presenting H. arabidopsidis-infected atago2-1 and atago4-2 seeding leaves at 7 dpi. 

(e) H. arabidopsidis genomic DNA was quantified in WT versus atago2-1 and atago4-2 by 

qPCR at 4 dpi relative to plant genomic DNA represented by n ≥ four biological replicates. 

Numbers in the micrographs represent observed leaves with necrosis per total inspected 

leaves. Asterisk indicates significant difference by one tailed Student’s t-test with p≤0.05. 

Letters indicate groups of statistically significant difference by ANOVA followed by TukeyHSD 

with p≤0.05. 

 
 

Figure 2 – figure supplement 2 

Stem-loop RT-PCR of HpasRNAs from AtAGO1-IP or AtAGO2-IP of mock-treated or 

H. arabidopsidis infected leaf tissue.  

AtmiRNA164 and AtmiRNA393* were used as positive AtAGO-IP controls. Pull-down of 

AtAGO1 was achieved with WT plants using an AtAGO1 native antibody, and AtAGO2 with 

HA-epitope tagged AtAGO2-expressing A. thaliana Col-0 using anti-HA antibody with the lower 

panel showing Western blot analysis. 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 3 

Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images presenting the AtmiRNA biogenesis mutants 

athst-6, athen1-5 and atse-2 did not show any trailing necrosis at 7 dpi. 

Scale bars in microscopy images indicate 50 µm and numbers in the micrographs represent 

observed leaves with necrosis per total inspected leaves. 

 

 
Figure 2 – figure supplement 4 

Common defence-related marker gene induction was not enhanced in atago1-27 

mutants. 

(a) Expression analysis of AtPR1 by RT-PCR in WT and atago1-27 did not show obvious 

differences at 6 and 12 h post inoculation with H. arabidopsidis. AtActin was used as reference 

gene with four biological replicates. (b and c) Relative expression of AtPR1 and AtPDF1.2 

determined by qRT-PCR using AtActin as reference. The bar represents the average of 

n ≥ three biological replicates, each comprising two technical replicates. 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 5 

Relative mRNA expression of AtRBOHD and AtRBOHF determined by qRT-PCR using 

AtActin as reference in WT and atago1-27 in H. arabidopsidis and mock treated plants. 

The bars represent the average of n ≥ three biological replicates, each comprising two 

technical replicates. Letters indicate groups of statistically significant difference within one time 

point by ANOVA followed by TukeyHSD with p≤0.05. 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 6 

Susceptibility of atago1 mutants to infection with the biotrophic fungus E. cruciferarum 

and the oomycete A. laibachii remained unaltered. 

(a) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images of WT or atago1-27 leaves infected with Erysiphe 

cruciferarum did not show necrosis at 8 dpi. Scale bars in microscopy images indicate 50 µm 

and numbers represent observed leaves with necrosis per total inspected leaves. (b) E. 

cruciferarum genomic DNA content in WT and atago1-27 was not significantly different at 4 

dpi relative to plant genomic DNA as measured by qPCR in n ≥ three biological replicates. (c) 

Macroscopic infection phenotype of the white rust Albugo laibachii remained unaltered in 

atago1-27 and atago1-46 mutants at 3 weeks post inoculation. (d) Trypan Blue-stained 

microscopy images of WT, atago1-27 or atago1-46 leaves infected with A. laibachii did not 

show necrosis at 7 dpi. Scale bars in microscopy images indicate 50 µm and numbers 

represent observed leaves with necrosis per total inspected leaves. Scale bars in the total leaf 

pictures indicate 50 mm. Significance was determined by one tailed Student’s t-test with 

p≤0.05. 
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Figure 3 – figure supplement 1 

STTM plants revealed higher expression of target genes and lower H. arabidopsidis 

abundance. 

(a) Relative expression of AtAED3 at 7 dpi and AtWNK2 at 4 dpi was determined for STTM or 

empty vector (ev) expressing plants upon H. arabidopsidis inoculation at 7 and 4 dpi, 

respectively, by qRT-PCR. One biological replicate represented three leaves, the bars 

represent the average of n ≥ three biological replicates. The differences of the average were 

not statistically significant as determined by Student’s t-test. (b) H. arabidopsidis genomic DNA 

content in leaves was increased in STTM #4 and STTM #5 plants compared to empty vector 

(ev) expressing WT plants at 4 dpi with n ≥ three biological replicates. The differences were 

not statistically significant as determined by ANOVA followed by TukeyHSD. (c) STTM-

expressing Arabidopsis plants did not exhibit increased resistance against bacterial infection. 

The bacterial growth was determined by counting colony-forming units (cfu) at 3 days post 

inoculation. One biological replicate represents bacteria from three leaf discs. Letters in c) 

indicate significant difference (p≤0.05) according to one site ANOVA followed by TukeyHSD 

including three biological replicates. 
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Figure 4 – figure supplement 1 

Further details on sRNA target gene mutants. 

(a) Gene models of AtWNK2 and AtAED3. The insertion site of the T-DNA is marked by the 

triangles and the genotyping primer binding sites are shown with arrows. T-DNA insertion of 

HpasRNA target gene mutant lines atwnk2-2, atwnk2-3 and ataed3-1 were verified by genomic 

DNA PCR. (b) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images revealed a higher number of haustoria 

in the first 200 µm of hyphae (indicated by white bar alongside the hyphae) from the spore 

germination site in atwnk2-2 compared to WT with n ≥ eight leaves. Asterisk indicates 

significant difference by one tailed Student’s t-test with p≤0.05. Similar results were obtained 

in two independent experiments. 

 

 
Figure 4 – figure supplement 2 

Target sequence-resistant versions of AtAED3 (AtAED3r) and AtWNK2 (AtWNK2r) were 

created by introducing synonymous nucleotide substitutions indicated by red letters. 
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Figure 4 – figure supplement 3 

Transgenic A. thaliana atwnk2-2 was complemented with proWNK2:WNK2 or 

proWNK2:WNK2r that resulted in a WT-like flowering time point, while empty vector (ev) 

exhibited early flowing phenotype, as reported for atwnk2-2 (Wang et al., 2008). 

 

 
Figure 4 – figure supplement 4 

A. thaliana plants overexpressing proLjUBI1:AtWNK2r in the atwnk2-2 background 

revealed local necrosis without pathogen infection (a) and aberrant hyphae and 

haustoria swellings (b). 

Scale bars in microscopy images indicate 50 µm and the numbers represent observed leaves 

with necrosis or swellings respectively per total inspected leaves. 
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Figure 4 – figure supplement 5 

Sequence diversity of HpasRNAs and their predicted Arabidopsis target mRNAs. 

(a) HpasRNAs were conserved among the three H. arabidopsidis isolates, Noco2, Cala2, 

Emoy2. (b) Sequence variations were found in the predicted Arabidopsis mRNAs analysing 

1135 A. thaliana accessions. Three categories (colour coded) were considered to possibly 

prevent target silencing: indels causing bulges that block the HpasRNA/AtmRNA base pairing 

(red), SNPs at the position 10/11 interfering with RISC-mediated cleavage (orange), and SNPs 

in the HpasRNA seed region (account to RNA nucleotide positions from 2 to 12) loosing 

HpasRNA/AtmRNA base pairing (green). 
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Figure 4 – figure supplement 6 

The pathogen sRNA2 and its target are conserved across different plant pathogenic 

oomycetes and hosts. 

(a) Oomycete SRNA2 genomic loci are conserved among different plant pathogenic oomycete 

species of the genera Hyaloperonospora, Phytophthora, and Pythium 

(Hpa = Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis, Pcap = Phytophthora capsici, Pso = Phytophthora 

sojae, Pan = Pythium aphanidermatum, Pinf = Phytophthora infestans, Ppa = Phytophthora 

parasitica). Blue box at the consensus sequence indicates the region of sRNA transcription as 

identified by sRNA-seq analysis and red box marks the consensus of the mature 21 nt 

HpasRNA2 region. (b) Target prediction alignment of sRNA2 homologs from different 

oomycete species with the target sequences of homolog WNK2s from respective host plant 

species (At = Arabidopsis thaliana, Gm = Glycine max, St = Solanum tuberosum 

Nt = Nicotiana tabacum). 
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Supplemental file 1 

sRNA read numbers.  

 

 

reads 

total 

number 

mapping to 100 % to 

A. thaliana (TAIR10) 

mapping to 100% to 

H. arabidopsidis and 

A. thaliana 

mapping to 100% only to 

H. arabidopsidis (master 

genome) 

unmapped 

reads 

4 dpi, mock 
32666246 

(100%) 
24070919 (73.68%) 12164538 (37.24%) 173233 (0.53%) 

8422094 

(25.78%) 

4 dpi, 

Hyaloperonospora

-infected 

51300261 

(100%) 
27277198 (53.17%) 14069872 (27.43%) 4475759 (8.72%) 

19547304 

(38.10%) 

7 dpi, mock 
65214950 

(100%) 
49384100 (75.72%) 26990855 (41.39%) 227576 (0.35%) 

15603274 

(23.92%) 

7 dpi, 

Hyaloperonospora

-infected 

87671980 

(100%) 
36159870 (41.24%) 19845298 (22.64%) 18766796 (21.41%) 

32745314 

(37.35%) 

 

AGO1-IP 3 dpi 
12908869

1 (100%) 
109247735 (84.63%) 2834932 (2.19%) 26145 (0.02%) 

19814811 

(15.35%) 

AGO1-IP 4 dpi 
47889809 

(100%) 
35297292 (73.71%) 878152 (1.83%) 333374 (0.69%) 

12259143 

(25.59%) 

AGO2-IP 4 dpi 
14720448 

(100%) 
11405460 (77.48%) 6645388 (45.14%) 127292 (0.86%) 

3187696 

(21.65%) 
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Supplemental file 2 

Predicted A. thaliana target genes of HpasRNAs. 

(Author note: Due to space limitations the original table was split in three separate tables.) 

 

 HpasRNA genomic origin 
total sRNAs  

4 dpi 
total sRNAs  

7 dpi 
AtAGO1 3 dpi AtAGO1 4 dpi AtAGO2 4 dpi 

   RAW RPM RAW RPM RAW RPM RAW RPM RAW RPM 

1 HpasRNA4 non-annotated region 19 4 396 34 1 38 26 82 5 68 

2 HpasRNA12 non-annotated region 23 5 234 20 1 38 3 9 0 0 

3 HpasRNA14 non-annotated region 22 5 226 19 0 0 29 91 3 41 

4 HpasRNA20 non-annotated region 31 7 182 15 1 38 10 31 2 27 

5 HpasRNA75 non-annotated region 10 2 236 20 0 0 1 3 0 0 

6 HpasRNA39 non-annotated region 38 8 127 12 0 0 19 60 1 14 

7 HpasRNA38 non-annotated region 24 5 128 12 0 0 3 9 0 0 

8 HpasRNA2 non-annotated region 24 5 138 12 2 76 24 76 1 14 

9 HpasRNA36 non-annotated region 22 5 132 11 1 38 7 22 0 0 

10 HpasRNA28 non-annotated region 14 3 149 12 0 0 10 31 0 0 

11 HpasRNA51 non-annotated region 26 6 111 9 0 0 7 22 1 14 

12 HpasRNA52 non-annotated region 25 6 109 9 0 0 1 3 0 0 

13 HpasRNA44 non-annotated region 13 3 121 11 0 0 4 13 0 0 

14 HpasRNA47 non-annotated region 18 4 115 10 0 0 3 9 0 0 

15 HpasRNA43 non-annotated region 11 2 122 11 1 38 5 16 0 0 

16 HpasRNA76 non-annotated region 28 6 77 6 1 38 0 0 2 27 

17 HpasRNA30 non-annotated region 3 1 140 12 0 0 11 35 0 0 

18 HpasRNA54 non-annotated region 13 3 105 9 1 38 8 25 0 0 

19 HpasRNA53 non-annotated region 12 3 107 9 0 0 9 28 0 0 

20 HpasRNA61 non-annotated region 15 3 93 8 3 115 1 3 1 14 

21 HpasRNA55 non-annotated region 11 2 102 9 0 0 4 13 0 0 
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22 HpasRNA83 non-annotated region 21 5 71 6 1 38 1 3 1 14 

23 HpasRNA69 non-annotated region 11 2 85 7 0 0 60 189 2 27 

24 HpasRNA85 non-annotated region 15 3 69 6 0 0 4 13 3 41 

25 HpasRNA74 non-annotated region 11 2 79 7 2 76 11 35 0 0 

26 HpasRNA87 non-annotated region 13 3 67 6 0 0 3 9 0 0 

27 HpasRNA57 non-annotated region 1 0 96 8 0 0 73 230 4 55 

28 HpasRNA77 non-annotated region 5 1 77 6 1 38 25 79 3 41 

29 HpasRNA90 non-annotated region 8 2 67 6 0 0 1 3 1 14 

30 HpasRNA96 non-annotated region 9 2 62 5 0 0 1 3 1 14 

31 HpasRNA99 non-annotated region 9 2 62 5 3 115 9 28 0 0 

32 HpasRNA78 non-annotated region 0 0 77 6 1 38 0 0 0 0 

33 HpasRNA82 non-annotated region 2 0 71 6 2 76 2 6 0 0 

34 HpasRNA92 annotated protein-coding gene 3 1 65 5 2 76 0 0 0 0 

 

HpasRNA  TAPIR target prediction  

 score alignment ATG code putative function 
target site 
location 

HpasRNA4 2,5 miRNA_3'      GGTAACGAGTTATGACAATGT    

  aln           o||||||||o||o||||||||    

  target_5'     TCATTGCTCGATGCTGTTACA At1g16840 putative transcription factor 5UTR 

HpasRNA12 4 miRNA_3'      TCTGAGCGCTCGTGTAGGAAC    

  aln           |||||o|o||||| ||o||||    

  target_5'     AGACTTGTGAGCAGATTCTTG AT1G66510 AAR2 protein family 3UTR 

HpasRNA14 4 miRNA_3'      TCTGCTGAGTTCTAGATGCGT    

  aln           o| |||o ||||||||o||||    

  target_5'     GGCCGATGCAAGATCTGCGCA AT4G26940 Hexosyltransferase Exon 

HpasRNA20 4 miRNA_3'      TTGGTAAATCTAGGAGTCAGA    

  aln           |||||||| ||||o||| |||    
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  target_5'     AACCATTTTGATCTTCAATCT AT3G47990 E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase SIS3 5UTR 

HpasRNA75 1 miRNA_3'      ATTGGTCTGCTGATTCGGTTA    

  aln           |||||| ||||||||||||||    

  target_5'     TAACCATACGACTAAGCCAAT AT1G73810 
Core-2/I-branching beta-1,6-N-

acetylglucosaminyltransferase-like protein 
3UTR 

 4 miRNA_3'      ATTGGTCTGCTGATTCGGTTA    

  aln            o|o| |||||||o|||||||    

  target_5'     CGATCCGACGACTGAGCCAAT AT1G03780 Protein TPX2 exon 

HpasRNA39 4 miRNA_3'      GTGCAAAGTCGTCGTAGGCTT    

  aln            |o|||||o|||||||| |||    

  target_5'     AATGTTTCGGCAGCATCAGAA AT1G32330 Heat stress transcription factor A-1d exon 

HpasRNA38 3 miRNA_3'      TAAGGGGAAGTGTGCAGCTTC    

  aln           o||o|||||oo||||||||||    

  target_5'     GTTTCCCTTTGCACGTCGAAG AT3G05380 DIRP ;Myb-like DNA-binding domain exon 

HpasRNA2 3,5 miRNA_3'      CCTCAGGGCTCTTTAATTTCT    

  aln           ||| |||o|||o|||||o|||    

  target_5'     GGAATCCTGAGGAATTAGAGA AT3G22420 With no lysine (K) kinase 2 exon 

HpasRNA36 4 miRNA_3'      GTTCGAGAGGAGCTACAGGTT    

  aln           ooo|||| o||o|||||||||    

  target_5'     TGGGCTCATCTTGATGTCCAA AT1G55320 AAE18 exon 

HpasRNA28 3 miRNA_3'      TAAGGCAGAAGGCGGCGGTAC    

  aln           |||oo ||||o||||||||||    

  target_5'     ATTTTCTCTTTCGCCGCCATG AT5g19430 
C3HC4-type RING finger E3 ubiquitin 

ligase 
5UTR 

      

 3 miRNA_3'      TAAGGCAGAAGGCGGCGGTAC    

  aln           o||o| ||||||||||||||    

  target_5'     GTTTCCTCTTCCGCCGCCATC AT5G66560 BTB/POZ domain-containing protein exon 
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 3,5 miRNA_3'      TAAGGCAGAAGGCGGCGGTAC    

  aln            ||||| o||||||||||o||    

  target_5'     CTTCCGGTTTCCGCCGCCGTG AT1G15390 Peptide deformylase exon 

HpasRNA51 3,5 miRNA_3'      GTTAGTCATTACAGTTTCAGC    

  aln           ||||||||o||||||| |||    

  target_5'     CAATCAGTGATGTCAATGTCT AT4G27220 
NB-ARC domain-containing disease 

resistance protein 
exon 

      

 4 miRNA_3'      GTTAGTCATTACAGTTTCAGC    

  aln           | |||||||o||||||| |||    

  target_5'     CTATCAGTAGTGTCAAATTCG At3g15900 homoserine O-acetyltransferase exon 

HpasRNA52 4 miRNA_3'      TGTGCAGAAGACTTAGGGGAA    

  aln           | |o||o||||||||o|o|||    

  target_5'     AGATGTTTTCTGAATTCTCTT AT4G25690 stress response NST1-like protein 3UTR 

HpasRNA44 4 miRNA_3'      GGCAGTGAACCAGAAGCTTAC    

  aln           o ||o||| |||o||||||||    

  target_5'     TGGTTACTCGGTTTTCGAATG AT3G19830 
Calcium-dependent lipid-binding (CaLB 

domain) family protein 
exon 

HpasRNA47 3 miRNA_3'      GTTCAGATTGGCAGGTTCTAC    

  aln           ||||||| |o||||||||||    

  target_5'     CAAGTCTCATCGTCCAAGATT AT3G56970 Transcription factor ORG2 exon 
      

 4 miRNA_3'      GTTCAGATTGGCAGGTTCTAC    

  aln           ||| ||| |o||||||||||    

  target_5'     CAAATCTCATCGTCCAAGATT AT3G56980 Transcription factor ORG3 exon 

HpasRNA43 3,5 miRNA_3'      TTGTCATTTAAAGTCAGCAGT    

  aln           ||o||||||| |||||o||||    
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  target_5'     AATAGTAAATCTCAGTTGTCA AT3G47910 
Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase-

related protein 
exon 

HpasRNA76 3 miRNA_3'      CGGTCTGACGAGGTAGGGCGC    

  aln           || | ||||||||||||o|||    

  target_5'     GCAAAACTGCTCCATCCTGCG AT2G26440 
Probable pectinesterase/pectinesterase 

inhibitor 12 
exon 

HpasRNA30 2,5 miRNA_3'      GTCTCAAATCCTTACCTTTAA    

  aln           |||o |||||||||||||o||    

  target_5'     CAGGTTTTAGGAATGGAAGTT AT3G51630 
Probable serine/threonine-protein kinase 

WNK5 
exon 

      

 3,5 miRNA_3'      GTCTCAAATCCTTACCTTTAA    

  aln           oo||.|||o||||||||o|||    

  target_5'     TGGATTTTGGGAATGGAGATT AT4G34410 
Ethylene-responsive transcription factor 

ERF109 
exon 

      

 3,5 miRNA_3'      GTCTCAAATCCTTACCTTTAA    

  aln           |||| |||o|||||||||| |    

  target_5'     CAGATTTTGGGAATGGAAAAT AT1G50840 polymerase gamma 2 exon 
      

 4 miRNA_3'      GTCTCAAATCCTTACCTTTAA    

  aln           o|||||| o||o||||||||    

  target_5'     TAGAGTTAGGGGATGGAAATG AT2G19430 THO complex subunit 6 exon 

HpasRNA54 3,5 miRNA_3'      GTGAGGTGGTGTCACGGCCAT    

  aln           | ||o||||||o|||o|||||    

  target_5'     CTCTTCACCACGGTGTCGGTA AT3G63280 NIMA-related kinase 4 5UTR 

HpasRNA53 4 miRNA_3'      GATTGGTCTGCTGATTCGGTT    

  aln           o|||| o|||||||| |||||    

  target_5'     TTAACGGGACGACTATGCCAA AT1G47490 Polyadenylate-binding protein RBP47C exon 
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 2 miRNA_3'      GATTGGTCTGCTGATTCGGTT    

  aln            |||||| |||||||||||||    

  target_5'     ATAACCATACGACTAAGCCAA AT1G73810 
Core-2/I-branching beta-1,6-N-

acetylglucosaminyltransferase family 
protein 

3UTR 

HpasRNA61 2 miRNA_3'      CAGGTAGTCTAGACCACTCTT    

  aln            |||||oo|||||||||||||    

  target_5'     TTCCATTGGATCTGGTGAGAA AT3G55640 Ca-dependent solute carrier-like protein exon 

HpasRNA55 4 miRNA_3'      TTGTATCTCTTTCTGCGGCAT    

  aln           || ||o |||||||o|||||o    

  target_5'     AAGATGCAGAAAGATGCCGTG AT3G24460 
Serinc-domain containing serine and 

sphingolipid biosynthesis protein 
exon 

HpasRNA83 3,5 miRNA_3'      CTTGTTTAAGTACTGTCTAGT    

  aln           ||||||o |o||||o||||||    

  target_5'     GAACAAGGTTATGATAGATCA AT5G09450 
Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing 

protein 
exon 

HpasRNA69 4 miRNA_3'      TACGTCATCACAAGCTGCCAT    

  aln           |||o |||||||||||||| o    

  target_5'     ATGTTGTAGTGTTCGACGGCG AT5G47560 Tonoplast dicarboxylate transporter exon 

HpasRNA85 3,5 miRNA_3'      CTTCTGCAAGTCGTCGTGGCA    

  aln           |o||||| ||| |||||||||    

  target_5'     GGAGACGATCATCAGCACCGT At2g39950 flocculation protein exon 

HpasRNA74 4 miRNA_3'      GGTTTGCAGTGTCTGGCGCAA    

  aln            |||||||||| |||o|||||    

  target_5'     ACAAACGTCACTGACTGCGTT AT5G07730 transmembrane protein exon 

HpasRNA87 3,5 miRNA_3'      ACTCGTCAGACAGGTCTAGTA    

  aln           ||||||| o|||||o|||o||    

  target_5'     TGAGCAGCTTGTCCGGATTAT AT3G60830 Actin-related protein 7 exon 
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HpasRNA57 4 miRNA_3'      TAGGAAAGGAAGTAGTGACGA    

  aln           | ||| |||| ||||||||||    

  target_5'     ACCCTCTCCTACATCACTGCT AT5G51480 Monocopper oxidase-like protein SKS2 exon 
      

 2,5 miRNA_3'      TAGGAAAGGAAGTAGTGACGA    

  aln           |||o||| |||||||o|||||    

  target_5'     ATCTTTTACTTCATCGCTGCT AT2G39090 AtAPC7 5UTR 
      

 3,5 miRNA_3'      TAGGAAAGGAAGTAGTGACGA    

  aln           | |o|||||||o||||o||||    

  target_5'     ACCTTTTCCTTTATCATTGCT AT3G23010 
Disease resistance family protein/LRR 

family protein 
exon 

HpasRNA77 3 miRNA_3'      AACGAGTTATGACAATGTCAA    

  aln           |||||| ||||| ||||||||    

  target_5'     TTGCTCTATACTATTACAGTT AT5G49030 Isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase 3UTR 
      

 4 miRNA_3'      AACGAGTTATGACAATGTCAA    

  aln           |||| oo| o|||||||||||    

  target_5'     TTGCCTGAAGCTGTTACAGTT AT5G50170 C2 and GRAM domain-containing protein exon 
      

 3,5 miRNA_3'      AACGAGTTATGACAATGTCAA    

  aln           ||||||o||o||||||||| |    

  target_5'     TTGCTCGATGCTGTTACAGGT At1g16840 unknown protein 3UTR 

HpasRNA90 3,5 miRNA_3'      CGATCACAAGTACTAGTATTT    

  aln            ||o||| ||o||||||||||    

  target_5'     TCTGGTGATCGTGATCATAAA AT2G23160 F-box protein exon 
      

 4 miRNA_3'      CGATCACAAGTACTAGTATTT    
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  aln           |||| ||||||||o||o||o|    

  target_5'     GCTAATGTTCATGGTCGTAGA AT1G09750 Aspartyl protease AED3 exon 

HpasRNA96 4 miRNA_3'      CGTTTGAAGTCGTTAGAGCCT    

  aln           || o || ||||||||||||o    

  target_5'     GCTGCCTGCAGCAATCTCGGG AT2G42005 Amino acid transporter ANTL1 exon 

HpasRNA99 4 miRNA_3'      GCGTGAGTCTACTGCTGCTTT    

  aln            | |o|||||||||||o|||o    

  target_5'     AGGATTCAGATGACGATGAAG AT2G34170 unknown protein exon 

HpasRNA78 4 miRNA_3'      AGAAGGTGCATCGAACGGATC    

  aln           |o|||| o| |||||||||||    

  target_5'     TTTTCCTTGAAGCTTGCCTAG AT2G38820 Protein of unknown function 5UTR 
      

 3 miRNA_3'      AGAAGGTGCATCGAACGGATC    

  aln           ||||| || |||||||o||||    

  target_5'     TCTTCAACTTAGCTTGTCTAG AT3G21250 Multidrug resistance-associated protein 6 Exon 

HpasRNA82 3 miRNA_3'      TCCAAGACGGTCAAGCAACGA    

  aln           || |||| |o|||||||||||    

  target_5'     AGTTTCTTCTAGTTCGTTGCT AT5G57050 AtABI2 Exon 

HpasRNA92 4 miRNA_3'      TAAGGAGTCCAGAGTATTAGA    

  aln           o|||o||| ||o||||o||||    

  target_5'     GTTCTTCACGTTTCATGATCT AT1G49210 E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase ATL76 Exon 

 

HpasRNA  level of target site conservation 
 ATG code types and numbers (in brackets) of target site polymorphisms found in 1135 A. thaliana genomes 

HpasRNA4 AT1G16840 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA12 AT1G66510 SNPs (4), deletions (2), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA14 AT4G26940 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA20 AT3G47990 SNPs (3), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
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HpasRNA75 AT1G73810 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT1G03780 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA39 AT1G32330 SNPs (5), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA38 AT3G05380 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA2 AT3G22420 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA36 AT1G55320 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA28 AT5g19430 SNPs (3), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT5G66560 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT1G15390 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA51 AT4G27220 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 At3g15900 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA52 AT4G25690 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA44 AT3G19830 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA47 AT3G56970 SNPs (3), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT3G56980 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA43 AT3G47910 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA76 AT2G26440 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA30 AT3G51630 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT4G34410 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT1G50840 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT2G19430 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA54 AT3G63280 SNPs (3), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA53 AT1G47490 SNPs (4), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT1G73810 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA61 AT3G55640 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA55 AT3G24460 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA83 AT5G09450 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA69 AT5G47560 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
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HpasRNA85 At2g39950 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA74 AT5G07730 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA87 AT3G60830 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA57 AT5G51480 SNPs (3), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT2G39090 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (1) 
 AT3G23010 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (1) 

HpasRNA77 AT5G49030 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT5G50170 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT1G16840 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA90 AT2G23160 SNPs (1), deletions (1), insertions (0) 
 AT1G09750 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA96 AT2G42005 SNPs (3), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA99 AT2G34170 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA78 AT2G38820 SNPs (1), deletions (0), insertions (0) 
 AT3G21250 SNPs (0), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA82 AT5G57050 SNPs (4), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

HpasRNA92 AT1G49210 SNPs (2), deletions (0), insertions (0) 

 

Supplemental file 3 

List of oligonucleotides used in this study.  

 

Primer name Sequence Purpose 

Hpa_siR2_RT GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACGGAGTC Stemloop RT 

Hpa_siR2_fwd GCGGCGGTTCTTTAATTTCTCG PCR 

Hpa_siR30_RT GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACAGAGT Stemloop RT 

Hpa_siR30_fwd GCGGCGAATTTCCATTCCTA PCR 

Hpa_siR90_RT GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGAGCTAGT Stemloop RT 
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Hpa_siR90_fwd GCGGCGGCGGGATGGAGCA PCR 

At_miR164_SL GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACGCACG Stemloop RT 

At_miR164_fwd GCGGCGTGGAGAAGCAGGGC PCR 

At_miR393*_SL GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACAATCCA Stemloop RT 

At_miR393*_fwd CTCGCTATCATGCGATCTCT PCR 

univ_stemloop_PCR_r

ev 

GTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGT PCR 

Hpa_ACT_fwd GTGTCGCACACTGTACCCATTTAT PCR for pathogen 

biomass 

Hpa_ACT_rev ATCTTCATCATGTAGTCGGTCAAGT PCR for pathogen 

biomass 

Ath_iASK_fwd CTTATCGGATTTCTCTATGTTTGGC PCR for pathogen 

biomass (from 

Gachon & 

Saindrenan 2004) 

Ah_iASK_rev GAGCTCCTGTTTATTTAACTTGTACATACC PCR for pathogen 

biomass (from 

Gachon & 

Saindrenan 2004) 

Ec_TUB_fwd TGACAGCCCGGAATGAGT PCR for pathogen 

biomass 

(Engelsdorf et al., 

2015) 
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Ec_TUB_rev TTGTCTTCGTTTCCCAGGTC PCR for pathogen 

biomass 

(Engelsdorf et al., 

2015) 

At_PR1_fwd CTCGGAGCTACGCAGAACAA qRT-PCR 

At_PR1_rev GCCTTCTCGCTAACCCACAT qRT-PCR 

At_PDF1.2_fwd CTTGTTCTCTTTGCTGCTTTCGAC  qRT-PCR 

At_PDF1.2_rev TAGTTGCATGATCCATGTTTG  qRT-PCR 

At_RPP4_fwd GAAGGCACTCAAGGCCTCATT qRT-PCR 

At_RPP4_rev GACAATAATCCCACCATAGCCTTT qRT-PCR 

At_SNC1_fwd GCCGGATATGATCTTCGGAA qRT-PCR 

At_SNC1_rev CGGCAAGCTCTTCAATCATG qRT-PCR 

At_WNK2_fwd CTTGGACTCGCTGCGATTC qRT-PCR 

At_WNK2_rev GATTTGTGCCGGGTGAGTACAT qRT-PCR 

At_AED3_fwd AGAGACGAGTTTAGGAAGCA qRT-PCR 

At_AED3_rev AAAAAGAGAGGGAGAGAGAGA qRT-PCR 

At_RBOHD_fwd CGAATGGCATCCTTTCTCAATC qRT-PCR (from 

Morales et al. 2016) 

At_RBOHD_rev GTCACCGAGAGTGCGGATATG qRT-PCR (from 

Morales et al. 2016) 

At_RBOHF_fwd CTTGGCATTGGTGCAACTCC qRT-PCR (from 

Morales et al. 2016) 
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At_RBOHF_rev TCTTTCGTCTTGGCGTGTCA qRT-PCR (from 

Morales et al. 2016) 

At_ACT_fwd CAGTGGTCGTACAACCGGTATT  qRT-PCR 

At_ACT_rev GTCTCTTACAATTTCCCGCTCT  qRT-PCR 

T-DNA_SALK ATTTTGCCGATTTCGGAAC Genotyping PCR 

T-DNA SAIL TAGCATCTGAATTTCATAACCAATCTCGATACAC Genotyping PCR 

SALK_121042 (wnk2-

2) LP 

CTCGTCTCATCTCATTCTCCG Genotyping PCR 

SALK_121042 (wnk2-

2) RP 

TTGCGTTGGTACTTCAAAACC Genotyping PCR 

SALK_206118 (wnk2-

3) LP 

TCGATCTTTTCGCTAACGATG Genotyping PCR 

SALK_206118 (wnk2-

3) RP 

TTCCCCACTATTTGTGTGCTC Genotyping PCR 

SAIL_722_G02C1 

(aed3-1) LP 

CCTCATCCACTTACTCAACCG Genotyping PCR 

SAIL_722_G02C1 

(aed3-1) RP 

CGCTGAAGCAAGAGATGAAAC Genotyping PCR 

STTM siR2 AGGTCTCTCACCGGAGTCCCGAGctaAAATTAAAGAgttgttgttgttatggtctaatttaaatatg Full length STTM 
 

gtctaaagaagaagaatGGAGTCCCGAGctaAAATTAAAGAAAGGTGAGACCA 
 

STTM siR30 AGGTCTCTCACCCAGAGTTTAGGctaAATGGAAATTgttgttgttgttatggtctaatttaaatatg Full length STTM 
 

gtctaaagaagaagaatCAGAGTTTAGGctaAATGGAAATTAAGGTGAGACCA 
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STTM siR90 AGGTCTCTCACCGCTAGTGTTCActaTGATCATAAAgttgttgttgttatggtctaatttaaatatg Full length STTM 
 

gtctaaagaagaagaatGCTAGTGTTCActaTGATCATAAAAAGGTGAGACCA 
 

STTM rRNA AGGTCTCTCACCAGTCAGACGAActaCGATTTGCAgttgttgttgttatggtctaatttaaatatg Full length STTM 
 

gtctaaagaagaagaatAGTCAGACGAActaCGATTTGCAAAGGTGAGACCA 
 

STTM scrambledRNA AGGTCTCTCACCTCTCTAATTCCctaTCAGGATTCCgttgttgttgttatggtctaatttaaatatg Full length STTM 
 

gtctaaagaagaagaatTCTAGGACCATctaGAACATTAGCAAGGTGAGACCA 
 

Outer_WNK2_fwd ATGAAGACATTACGGGTCTCACACCATGAATGGTGAAGAAAGCTT WNK2r cloning 

Outer_WNK2_rev ATGAAGACATCAGAGGTCTCACCTTCATATCCACGGCATCCACAG WNK2r cloning 

BsaI_WNK2_fwd ATGAAGACATGAGGCCTATTGATTACTACAAT WNK2r cloning 

BsaI_WNK2_rev ATGAAGACATCCTCATAACAAATCCATCCA WNK2r cloning 

BpiI_WNK2_fwd ATGAAGACATAGGACAAGAGCTGTTCTTC WNK2r cloning 

BpiI_WNK2_rev ATGAAGACATTCCTCAGAACTATCGAACTCAT WNK2r cloning 

target_site_mut_fwd ATGAAGACATAAACCCTGAAGAGCTGGAAAAGTTTTTCAGAGAGTTC WNK2r cloning 

target_site_mut_rev ATGAAGACATTTCCAGCTCTTCAGGGTTTCTTGTGAAATTTCGAAGC WNK2r cloning 

Outer_AED3_fwd ATGAAGACATTACGGGTCTCACACCATGGCCTCCTCAAGTCTCCATT AED3r cloning 

Outer_AED3_rev ATGAAGACATCAGAGGTCTCACCTTGTTGCAGGGCTCAGGAGCAATTC AED3r cloning 

BsaI(1)_AED3_fwd ATGAAGACATATCTCAAACTACGTCGCTTTAC AED3r cloning 

BsaI(1)_AED3_rev ATGAAGACATAGATACCAATGACATAGGCCC AED3r cloning 

BsaI(2)_AED3_fwd ATGAAGACATATTGGGTCAACCCAAATCCATC AED3r cloning 

BsaI(2)_AED3_rev ATGAAGACATCAATAGACCCAGTTTCAACGAC AED3r cloning 

target_site_mut_fwd ATGAAGACATACTGATGTTTATGGTACTCGACACAAGTAACGACGCCGTTTG AED3r cloning 

target_site_mut_rev ATGAAGACATCAGTTGTGGAGGAGTGCCGAGTTTG AED3r cloning 
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Outer_proWNK2_fwd ATGAAGACATTACGGGTCTCAGCGGCATTCTTATAATTTCTTATGG WNK2 promoter 

cloning 

Outer_proWNK2_rev ATGAAGACATCAGAGGTCTCACAGAGCGTCGGTTTACTAAACCGG WNK2 promoter 

cloning 

Outer_proAED3_fwd ATGAAGACATTACGGGTCTCAGCGGATCTCTGCTCAACCACCAAG AED3 promoter 

cloning 

Outer_proAED3_rev ATGAAGACATCAGAGGTCTCACAGAGGTTTTGGCTAATGTGATTG AED3 promoter 

cloning 

BsaI(1)_proAED3_fwd ATGAAGACATCGCGTGAACGAACAATGAGAG AED3 promoter 

cloning 

BsaI(1)_proAED3_rev ATGAAGACATCGCGACCTCTGAAATACTTAC AED3 promoter 

cloning 

GUS_fwd CGGGTCTCACACCATGTTACGTCC Silencing reporter 

cloning 

GUS_rev AGAGGTCTCTCCTTTTGTTTGCC Silencing reporter 

cloning 

Csy4 binding site full 

length 

ATGGTCTCATCTGAACAATGGTTCACTGCCGTATAGGCAGCTAAGAAAGGCACCAGAGACC

AT 

Silencing reporter 

cloning 

siR2/siR90 target site 

upstream 

ATGGTCTCATCTGAACAATGGGAATCCTGAGGAATTAGAGAGCTAATGTTCATGGTCCTAGA

GGCACCAGAGACCAT 

Silencing reporter 

cloning 

siR2/siR90 target site 

downstream 

ATGGTCTCAAAGGCAGGAATCCTGAGGAATTAGAGAGCTAATGTTCATGGTCCTAGATGGAA

TCAGAGACCAT 

Silencing reporter 

cloning 
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miR164a target site 

upstream 

ATGGTCTCATCTGAACAATGAGCACGTGTCCTGTTTCTCCAGGCACCAGAGACCAT Silencing reporter 

cloning 

miR164a target site 

downstream 

ATGGTCTCAAAGGCAAGCACGTGTCCTGTTTCTCCATGGAATCAGAGACCAT Silencing reporter 

cloning 

scrambled target site 

upstream 

ATGGTCTCATCTGAACAATGATGCTGCATTTGCACTCTCCGGCACCAGAGACCAT Silencing reporter 

cloning 

scrambled target site 

downstream 

ATGGTCTCAAAGGCAATCATCATCATCATCATCATCTGGAATCAGAGACCAT Silencing reporter 

cloning 

AED3_RT CACATTCACCTGCTTCCTAAAC 5' RACE 

AED3_PCR_primer ATAGTAAAGTGATGGACGGCG 5' RACE 

AED3_nested_PCR_p

rimer 

AAGCTAGGGAGGCAGTATGAG 5' RACE 

WNK2_RT CATCATCACCGTTTCTCTTCCC 5' RACE 

WNK2_PCR_primer TCTCAACAAACTCACGAACCTC 5' RACE 

WNK2_nested_PCR_

primer 

GTAACCATCTCCAACACACAC 5' RACE 
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II: Plant ARGONAUTE protein immunopurification for pathogen cross kingdom small 

RNA analysis. 
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III: An Arabidopsis downy mildew non-RxLR effector suppresses induced plant cell 

death to promote biotroph infection. 
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Table S: 1: List of primers used in this study 
 

 

Name Sequence Annealing 
Temperature 

Purpose 

HaCR1_RNAi_fwd ggtctcacaccCCGGTTCTGCCACCGAATAT 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

HaCR1_RNAi_rev ggtctcaccttCTCGCGAATGCAGCAGTCTC 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

HaACT_RNAi_fwd ggtctcacaccGAGTCGTCGGGACTCGAGAA 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

HaACT_RNAi_rev ggtctcaccttCTTAATCTTCATGGTCGAGG 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

HaDCL1_RNAi_fwd ggtctcacaccTACCCGCGGCTCTTTGCCAC 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

HaDCL1_RNAi_rev ggtctcaccttTTACTATTTGCGCCAAGCAG 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

HaA1E_RNAi_fwd ggtctcacaccTGACAAAAACTCGTACAGTT 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

HaA1E_RNAi_rev ggtctcaccttCTCGACGCCCTGAAGGCCCG 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

GFP_RNAi_fwd ggtctcacaccAGTGGAGAGGGTGAAGGTGA 
 

RNAi construct cloning 

GFP_RNAi_rev ggtctcaccttAAAGGGCAGATTGTGTGGAC 
 

RNAi construct cloning 
 

HaCR1_fwd TAGGTCTCACACCATGCACGTCCCCTCCTCCCTG 
 

HaCR1 for in planta 
expression 

HaCR1_rev TAGGTCTCACCTTGTGCTGATCTTGGCGCCGGCAC 
 

HaCR1 for in planta 
expression 

HaCR1_noSP_fwd ATGGTCTCACACCATGACCGAATATGCCGGCGGTGTG HaCR1 for in planta 
expression  

HaCR1_RT_fwd CTCCCTGGTCCTCTTCAT 52 °C qPCR 

HaCR1_RT_rev CCTCAACTGAAAAGCTCA 52 °C qPCR 

HaAct_RT_fwd CGTGCGCGACATTAAAGAGA 52 °C qPCR 

HaAct_RT_rev GAGCCACCAATCCACACCGA 52 °C qPCR 

HaEF1α_RT_fwd TTGGTGGTTGCTTCGGGTGT 52 °C qPCR 

HaEF1α_RT_rev TTGGGCGGGTTCAGGTTGT 52 °C qPCR 
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HaTUB_fwd TTGGTGTGTGCTGCTATGTCT 52 °C qPCR 

HaTUB_rev CTCATCCACCTCCTTCGTACT 52 °C qPCR 

HaWS021_fwd CACAAAGAAGCGTCCAAACCA 52 °C qPCR 

HaWS021_rev CCGGGACGAACTTCAAAAACA 52 °C qPCR 

HaCR3_fwd GTCCTCCTCTTGGCTACCGTC 52 °C qPCR 

HaCR3_rev GTGCTGCCATTGGCTCTGGCA 52 °C qPCR 

AtACT2_RT_fwd CAGTGGTCGTACAACCGGTATT 52-60 °C qPCR 

AtACT2_RT_rev GTCTCTTACAATTTCCCGCTCT 52-60 °C qPCR 

AtACT11_fwd AACTTTCAACACTCCTGCCATG 56 °C qPCR 

AtACT11_rev CTGCAAGGTCCAAACGCAGA 56 °C qPCR 

AtPR1_RT_fwd CTCGGAGCTACGCAGAACAA 60 °C qPCR 

AtPR1_RT_rev GCCTTCTCGCTAACCCACAT 60 °C qPCR 

AtPDF1.2_RT_fwd CTTGTTCTCTTTGCTGCTTTCGAC 60 °C qPCR 

AtPDF1.2_RT_rev TAGTTGCATGATCCATGTTTG 60 °C qPCR 

AtTUB_fwd TGTTCAGGCGAGTGAGTGAG 56 °C qPCR 

AtTUB_rev ATGTTGCTCTCCGCTTCTGT 56 °C qPCR 

AtUBQ10_rev GGTTTGTGTTTTGGGGCCTTG 56 °C qPCR 

AtUBQ10_fwd CGAAGCGATGATAAAGAAGAAGTTCG 56 °C qPCR 
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Discussion 

Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis as a new cross-kingdom RNAi model 

At the outset of this thesis there was only one reported, unambiguous event of natural cross-

kingdom RNAi: sRNAs of the necrotrophic fungus Botrytis cinerea silencing targets in its hosts 

Arabidopsis and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) (Weiberg et al., 2013). Thus, it was unclear 

how widespread cross-kingdom RNAi is and whether it extends to distinct plant pathogens 

(Chaloner et al., 2016). Thus, the first aim of this project was to clarify if the oomycete pathogen 

H. arabidopsidis uses sRNAs to promote virulence. In the first part of this thesis, I provide 

conclusive evidence that H. arabidopsidis uses sRNA effectors to achieve plant colonization 

and virulence. I applied co-immunopurification coupled to next generation sRNA sequencing 

and identified 133 H. arabidopsidis sRNAs associated with the host AtAGO1 RISC which were 

predicted to target 49 Arabidopsis genes. AtAGO1 associated sRNAs mimicked in size, and 5’ 

nucleotide plant miRNAs and were distinct from AtAGO2 immunopurified sRNA profiles, 

which clearly suggests a specific loading in vivo. In contrast, one wouldn’t expect unspecific 

binding of sRNAs to the PAZ domain (named after the three proteins P-element induced wimpy 

testis (PIWI), ARGONAUTE, and ZWILLE (Vaucheret, 2008)) of AGO proteins during 

sample preparation to reveal specific sRNA characteristics and RISC preference. 

I also provided a detailed protocol of our analysis of AtAGO-associated H. arabidopsidis 

sRNAs to foster the application of this method in cross-kingdom RNAi research. This protocol 

describes not only the experimental part, but also the bioinformatic analysis pipeline of the 

sequencing results, especially how to discriminate invasive pathogen sRNAs from endogenous 

plant sRNAs in silico.  

I expected the AtAGO-bound H. arabidopsidis sRNAs to silence predicted plant target genes. 

Accordingly, I measured a moderate, but consistent repression of the sRNA target genes in 

infected plants. I however suspected that target gene silencing only occurred in host cells in 

direct contact with H. arabidopsidis, and was therefore partially masked by a strong dilution 

effect of uninfected leaf cells with unaltered expression.  

In line with this, induction of the plant defense gene AtPR1 was efficiently inhibited by H. 

arabidopsidis effectors in haustoria-containing host cells with direct pathogen contact. This 

inhibition was only visible through an in situ proPR1:GUS reporter and not by transcriptional 

analysis via qRT-PCR as high induction of AtPR1 in uninfected cells masked the local 

repression by H. arabidopsidis (Caillaud et al., 2013).  
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Using a novel in situ silencing reporter designed by me together with Dr. Arne Weiberg, I 

observed highly localized, but very efficient silencing of plant target transcripts. This effect was 

independent of pathogenesis and sequence specific, as a scrambled, random target sequence, 

did not result in reporter activation. I observed reporter activation only adjacent to the pathogen 

hyphae within a maximum range of two cell layers. Notably, this is overall spatially congruent 

with prevention of AtPR1 transcription (Caillaud et al., 2013). As I used the native target gene 

promoter and the native transcript fragment as target sequence, I provide, in my opinion, the 

most direct and strongest evidence of efficient target gene silencing under natural conditions so 

far.  

My reporter bears significant advantages over previous reporter systems that are based on direct 

silencing of a target sequence tagged reporter transcript, leading to repression of a fluorescent 

protein or GUS (B. Wang et al., 2017; Weiberg et al., 2013). I employed the sequence specific 

RNA endonuclease Csy4 (Haurwitz et al., 2010) in a plant codon optimized version designed 

by Dr. Tom Schreiber to completely repress reporter gene expression in absence of silencing 

sRNAs. As I turned Csy4, instead of the reporter gene, into a sRNA target by adding the native 

HasRNA target sequence, I designed a reporter that becomes activated upon silencing. 

Therefore, the readout is displayed as a highly localized, qualitative signal appearance instead 

of a potentially rather small signal reduction that is frequently difficult to quantify in a 

reproducible manner. 

In spite of the clear silencing effect of HpasRNAs and slicer activity of AtAGO1, 5’ RACE-

PCR analysis did not support mRNA cleavage of target mRNAs. I did not detect any enrichment 

of transcripts ends at the position opposite of the 10/11th nucleotide of the pathogen sRNA, as 

expected after AGO1 slicing activity (Mallory and Bouché, 2008). Even when thousands of 

cDNA fragments were sequenced by next generation sequencing, I could not directly verify the 

action of H. arabidopsidis sRNA effectors. I however detected a massive number of shorter 

transcripts, indicating rapid mRNA degradation. Therefore, repeating the experiment with an 

atxrn4 exoribonuclease mutant, impaired in sRNA guided cleavage remnant decay, will 

potentially help to detect the direct slicing product (Schon et al., 2018; Souret et al., 2004). 

Alternatively, a holistic view of sRNA induced mRNA cleavage in both Arabidopsis and H. 

arabidopsidis can be obtained by degradome-seq as performed for the Cuscuta-Arabidopsis 

interaction (Johnson et al., 2019).  

After I validated functional silencing of Arabidopsis genes by H. arabidopsidis sRNAs, I 

wondered about the importance of this process for overall pathogen virulence. A key role of 

sRNAs effectors is implicated by the markedly increased resistance and the occurrence of 
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trailing necrosis, when plants with impaired RISC activity like atago1-27, atago1-45 and 

atago1-46 were inoculated with H. arabidopsidis. Still, these results have to be taken with 

caution, as the loss of endogenous gene regulation in atago1-27 and other atago1 mutants leads 

to highly pleiotropic effects in development and physiology (Morel et al., 2002).  

Nonetheless, I suggest that large parts of the atago1-27 infection resistance are linked to the 

activity of H. arabidopsidis sRNAs, as the miRNA biogenesis mutant atdcl1-11, the siRNA 

pathway mutants atdcl2dcl3dcl4 and atrdr6-15, and further miRNA pathway mutants all did 

not display markedly increased disease resistance. This provides evidence that endogenous host 

RNAi perturbations are rather unlikely the cause for the observed resistance. As cross-kingdom 

sRNAs mimicked plant miRNAs by their molecular features, only atago1 mutants but not 

atago2 or atago4 mutants displayed increased resistance.  

Furthermore, increased plant disease resistance was observed when pathogen sRNA effectors 

were scavenged with a short tandem target mimic (STTM) (Yan et al., 2012), providing an 

independent line of evidence for the crucial role of H. arabidopsidis sRNA effectors. This is 

remarkable, because preventing the action of only three HpasRNA effectors was sufficient to 

observe markedly decreased pathogen virulence and released target gene repression, despite 

dozens of translocated sRNAs. Potentially, not all translocated sRNAs are functional alone but 

they act synergistically to interfere with entire plant pathways. Thereby, loss of single sRNAs 

might be sufficient to allow the plant at least partial re-activation of entire immune pathways 

giving rise to the strong resistance phenotype. 

As STTM stacking, i.e., the combination of multiple STTMs in one crop plant, potentially 

results in broad band resistance against various pathogens performing cross-kingdom RNAi, 

STTMs are also a focal point of interest for future applied, agricultural research. As pest 

resistance against this control strategy will most likely involve single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) in the target site, it could be relatively easily countered with 

complementary mutations of the STTM. However, more thorough research is obligatory to 

enable translation of this technology into crops and agricultural ecosystems. 

I anticipated that host genes targeted by H. arabidopsidis sRNAs contribute to host immunity 

against this pathogen. The two verified cross-kingdom RNAi target genes AtAED3 and 

AtWNK2 however have not been previously attributed to plant immunity (Breitenbach et al., 

2014; Wang et al., 2008). Nevertheless, infection assays using Arabidopsis knock-out mutants 

demonstrated quantitative contribution to defense against H. arabidopsidis and AtWNK2 

overexpression lines revealed clear signs of auto-immunity like spontaneous cell death 

(Chakraborty et al., 2018). I thereby suggest that analysis of cross-kingdom RNAi targets can 
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lead to the identification of unknown immunity factors that were overlooked in forward genetics 

screens (M. Wang et al., 2017b).  

Taken these results together, I provide compelling evidence that H. arabidopsidis induces 

cross-kingdom RNAi via the host AGO1/RISC demonstrating for the first time sRNA effectors 

in an oomycete plant pathogen. Moreover, cross-kingdom RNAi in an oomycete plant pathogen 

interaction is suggested in Phytophthora infestans during potato infection in a preprint report. 

The authors propose a dual function of the P. infestans miR8788 to regulate both endogenous 

targets as well as the potato LIPASE-LIKE (StLL) 1 gene required for anti-oomycete defense 

(Hu et al., 2020). 

B. cinerea and H. arabidopsidis: two complementary cross-kingdom RNAi model 

systems 

H. arabidopsidis is in most aspects highly divergent from the first established model system B. 

cinerea. While B. cinerea displays a very wide host range of over 1000 plant species (Veloso 

and van Kan, 2018), the host range of the downy mildew pathogen H. arabidopsidis is restricted 

to a single species, the model plant Arabidopsis (McDowell, 2014). B. cinerea has a 

necrotrophic life style, killing plant tissue and obtaining nutrients from the debris (van Kan, 

2006). In contrast, H. arabidopsidis, an obligate biotroph, entirely depends on nutrient 

acquisition from living host cells via haustoria (Coates and Beynon, 2010). On the phylogenetic 

level oomycetes are highly distinct from Botrytis cinerea, a true fungus from the phylum of 

ascomycetes. These two major eukaryotic lineages diverged around 1.7 billion years ago, 

meaning this separation occurred 500 million years earlier than between animals and fungi 

(Parfrey et al., 2011).  

Despite all these differences, I discovered striking similarities in the employment of sRNA 

effectors to silence host immunity genes. SRNA effectors resembled plant miRNAs in 

important sequence features like length and 5’ U preference, enabling the misuse of the host 

RNAi machinery. The strong dependency of sRNA effectors on the host AGO1 protein is 

displayed by the increased infection resistance by atago1-27 mutants towards both pathogens. 

This is particularly noteworthy, as many other Arabidopsis immunity factor mutants display 

increased susceptibility towards necrotrophs like B. cinerea, but reduced susceptibility to 

biotrophs like H. arabidopsidis, or vice versa (Mosher et al., 2013; Murmu et al., 2014; Spoel 

and Dong, 2008; von Saint Paul et al., 2011). Our results, together with other recently 

discovered cross-kingdom RNAi events in fungi, plants and even bacteria, imply that sRNA 

exchange between organisms is a general virulence/defense strategy in organismal interactions 

(Maizel et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2019). 
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Having established cross-kingdom RNAi in the H. arabidopsidis/Arabidopsis pathosystem, 

researchers have now a new model system at hand that bears several advantages to complement 

the relatively well-established model B. cinerea:  

H. arabidopsidis has a very long interaction phase of up to one week without host cell death. 

This enables the clear separation of host gene repression by silencing or host cell death, but also 

application of activatable silencing reporters. The reporter is provided sufficient time to get 

switched on, without the risk of artifacts due to cell death. This is especially relevant as high 

autofluorescence is a known artifact of dying or dead cells, and GUS staining may be 

ectopically activated by high peroxidase activity as found in cells undergoing PCD (Dixit et al., 

2006; Guivarc’h et al., 1996; Van Baarlen et al., 2007).  

An additional advantage of H. arabidopsidis is the highly quantitative disease resistance 

phenotype, which can be determined in relatively high throughput by microscopic analysis after 

trypan blue staining, sporangiophore or condiospore counting and quantitative PCR of genomic 

DNA (Anderson and McDowell, 2015; Furci et al., 2019).  

On the other hand, H. arabidopsidis also displays some disadvantages: above all, it can’t be 

transformed and genetically modified (McDowell, 2014). Also, the very narrow host range can 

be detrimental rendering, for example, infection assays on transiently transformed N. 

benthamiana impossible. These shortcomings can be compensated by the use of Botrytis, that 

can be transformed relatively easy and has a wide host range of virtually all dicot plants (Veloso 

and van Kan, 2018). Therefore, H. arabidopsidis and B. cinerea represent truly complementary 

cross-kingdom RNAi model systems.  

Cross-kingdom RNAi: childhood friend or recurrent affair of life? 

With an ever-increasing number of model systems for cross-kingdom RNAi it becomes evident 

that functional sRNA exchange is a common, widespread feature of plant microbe interactions 

(Maizel et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2019). Thus, it can be concluded that sRNA-based 

communication either arose early during eukaryote evolution or multiple times independently.  

An argument for an ancient origin of cross-kingdom RNAi are some shared features: both H. 

arabidopsidis and B. cinerea seem to rely mainly on the host AGO1 protein as a hub for the 

sRNA arsenal (Dunker et al., 2020; Weiberg et al., 2013). This suggests that their sRNA 

effectors are not transported to the host together with a corresponding pathogen Argonaute as 

“ready to use” RISC complexes.  

In contrast, nematode sRNAs were found in vesicles together with one specific AGO protein. 

Nematodes are known to encode for dozens of Argonaute proteins, including a large number of 

so called worm-specific AGOs (WAGOs). Thereby, a specialization of one of them for 
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selection, transport of sRNAs or catalyzing RNAi in the host cell appears more likely (Chow et 

al., 2019). However, in comparison the H. arabidopsidis genome encodes for only two AGO 

proteins and the B. cinerea genome for four (Bollmann et al., 2018; Breitinger, 2016).  

Notably, three of the best described cross-kingdom RNAi models B. cinerea, H. arabidopsidis 

and C. campestris were all found to target different host kinases (Dunker et al., 2020; Shahid 

et al., 2018; M. Wang et al., 2017b; Weiberg et al., 2013), suggesting a potential, common weak 

point of plant defense exploited by sRNA effectors. This is even more striking as otherwise the 

three pathogens have very little in common, and encounter substantially different host immune 

responses (Glazebrook, 2005). However, as kinases are frequently regulators, their action can 

be largely defined by their phosphorylation targets and the three pathogens do not target a 

particular common protease family, but mitogen-activated protein kinases, with no lysine 

kinases and a receptor-like kinase, respectively.  

Besides these shared features there are also some remarkable differences among described 

sRNA effectors. First and foremost, the sRNA effectors of distinct plant pathogens such as 

B. cinerea, H. arabidopsidis and Cuscuta target vastly different transcript sets (Dunker et al., 

2020; Johnson et al., 2019; Weiberg et al., 2013). Out of in total 258 predicted target genes only 

a single target gene was shared by B. cinerea and Cuscuta and not a single target of H. 

arabidopsidis was shared. The sole common target (AT4G28300) encodes for a proline-rich, 

cell wall localized, but otherwise undescribed protein. This finding might highlight the distinct 

evolution of sRNA effectors and their targets as it is in contrast to protein effectors which 

converged on common hubs (Mukhtar et al., 2011; Weßling et al., 2014). 

The vast majority of B. cinerea sRNA effectors derive from LTR-retrotransposon sequences 

(Weiberg et al., 2013), while most H. arabidopsidis sRNA effectors were encoded by non-

annotated, non-transposon regions. Even if the genome annotation of retrotransposons in H. 

arabidopsidis is probably incomplete, it still remains highly unlikely that transposons play a 

comparably dominant role for cross-kingdom sRNA production. In this line, cross-kingdom 

sRNAs in the parasitic plant genus Cuscuta were derived from miRNAs, the cereal fungal 

pathogen P. striiformis f. sp. tritici uses a miRNA-like RNA (milRNA) and plant defensive 

sRNAs comprised miRNAs as well as phased siRNAs (Cai et al., 2018b; Hou et al., 2019; 

Shahid et al., 2018; B. Wang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016). These distinct loci encoding for 

cross-kingdom sRNAs imply convergent evolution of sRNA recruitment in attack or defense, 

rather than common evolution.  

An intriguing speculation is the acquisition of core components of the sRNA exchange 

machinery via horizontal gene transfer from fungi to plant pathogenic oomycetes. Along this 
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line, H. arabidopsidis has potentially acquired 3.16% of its entire secreted proteome, including 

a plethora of its effectors, from fungi. This highlights the crucial role of massive horizontal 

gene transfer for plant pathogenic oomycete evolution (Richards et al., 2011; Savory et al., 

2015). To shed light on the evolutionary origin of cross-kingdom RNAi remains one of the 

greatest challenges for future research.  

Host-induced gene silencing as a tool for functional gene studies in H. arabidopsidis 

The earliest studies on functional sRNA transport between organisms were reporting host-

induced gene silencing by ectopic dsRNA expression. Besides the potential of HIGS to 

revolutionize crop protection as detailed in the introduction, it also provides a tool to study gene 

function in organisms without established transformation methods. Accordingly, HIGS has 

been successfully applied in a wide range of obligate biotrophic organisms like powdery 

mildews, rust fungi, root-knot nematodes and arbuscular mycorrhiza fungi (Helber et al., 2011; 

Huang et al., 2006; Nowara et al., 2010; Qi et al., 2018). While HIGS was already reported for 

crop protection against the lettuce downy mildew Bremia lactuae (Govindarajulu et al., 2015), 

it was not yet established for the important model pathogen H. arabidopsidis. Despite its 

negligible economic impact, it was elected as the second most important plant pathogenic 

oomycete because of its ability to efficiently infect the model plant (Kamoun et al., 2015).  

During this study, me and my colleagues achieved HIGS of H. arabidopsidis genes and 

employed it for functional gene studies. We however also encountered a prevalent problem of 

HIGS as our transgenic plants targeting the HaACT A displayed increased resistance, but also 

obvious off-target effects in the plant itself (Auer and Frederick, 2009). These off-target effects 

weren’t induced by silencing of one of the two most similar Arabidopsis Actin transcripts, 

highlighting the difficulty to pin-point the cause of off-target effects. It should be noted that the 

off-target prediction software Si-Fi (Lück et al., 2019) did not report a high probability off-

target in Arabidopsis, illustrating the challenges to avoid off-target with in silico prediction 

software. The best possibility to trace down off-targets comprehensively is degradome-seq of 

HIGS lines compared with WT or empty vector control plants (Casacuberta et al., 2015), which 

is however laborious and costly.  

To minimize the risk of off-targets I recommend to focus on effectors as targets rather than 

highly conserved housekeeping genes. Effector genes normally have very low conservation, are 

absent from the host genome, and despite their collaborative function a single effector gene 

knockdown can result in impaired virulence (Thordal-Christensen et al., 2018). Thus, I 

observed both reduced pathogen virulence and an unaltered plant growth phenotype in our 

HaCR1RNAi lines.  
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Despite the relatively large number of successful HIGS applications, the insights into the 

molecular mechanisms governing HIGS remain limited. While for insect herbivores it is 

generally accepted that only long (>60 nt) dsRNAs lead to efficient silencing (Bolognesi et al., 

2012; Zhang et al., 2015), the fundamental question whether long dsRNAs or the processed 

sRNAs are the active agents of HIGS has not been clarified in plant/fungal and plant/oomycete 

interactions. First insights from Botrytis cinerea point to ready, sRNAs as the mobile RNA 

providing efficient silencing. This conclusion was based on the observation that sRNAs 

accumulated in the pathogen cells upon infection of a HIGS plant, even when the pathogen 

DCL genes were knocked out (Wang et al., 2016). Similarly, according to a preprint study, 

efficient host-induced gene silencing of Pseudomonas syringae genes was only mediated by 

“ready”, sRNAs. There, in a cross between the HIGS line and an atdcl2dcl3dcl4 triple mutant 

target transcript repression was completely abolished (Singla-Rastogi et al., 2019). This 

highlighted obligatory plant dicing of the long dsRNA precursor, however as bacteria miss 

Dicer homologs (Shabalina and Koonin, 2008), it is difficult to transfer this knowledge directly 

to eukaryotic organisms. 

Where do we go from here? Future directions of cross-kingdom RNAi research 

Several pathosystems, like the Arabidopsis/Botrytis and the Arabidopsis/Verticilium interaction 

have been suggested to reveal bidirectional sRNA exchange (Cai et al., 2019). This thesis 

provides evidence for a bidirectional cross-kingdom RNA cross-talk in the 

Arabidopsis/H. arabidopsidis model system. Although I did not investigate natural host-

induced gene silencing, the integration of a hairpin cassette targeting HaCR1 resulted in 

silencing of the target gene and increased plant resistance. These findings together with the 

inhibition of spore germination by exogenous application by sRNAs targeting Cellulose 

synthase 3A (Bilir et al., 2019), clearly suggest a functional RNA uptake machinery in H. 

arabidopsidis. While it seems likely that introduction of dsRNAs in the HIGS lines exploits an 

already existing plant sRNA defense machinery, more direct evidence is necessary to validate 

bidirectional exchange of sRNAs under natural conditions in this particular plant microbe 

interaction.  

With an increasing number of model systems of cross-kingdom RNAi, the elucidation of the 

evolutionary processes shaping cross-kingdom sRNA arsenals becomes feasible. In general, 

two main hypotheses for this process exist that may vary from species to species:  

On the one hand, sRNAs and their targets are shaped by an evolutionary arms race between 

host and pathogen, comparable to protein effectors and R genes. This would result in an 

additional, extremely fast layer of evolution and it would be expected that both sRNAs and their 
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target sites are under strong positive selection. This hypothesis would imply that co-evolution 

of sRNAs and targets leads to higher complementarity and silencing potential in host than in 

non-host species. Specific evolution is most likely occurring in strongly adapted pathogens with 

narrow host ranges, as downy mildews, as loss of silencing capacity by host mutations could 

deprive the pathogen of its sole nutrient source leading to extinction.  

The complementary sequence changes observed in several Cuscuta species can be regarded as 

a strong indication for rapid evolution of cross-kingdom sRNA encoding loci and their host 

targets. As sRNA target sites in the host are encoding highly conserved amino acid stretches, 

target sequence polymorphisms between hosts are largely restricted to the wobble position of 

the codons. These SNPs are however counter-acted by complementary changes in the miRNA 

effector superfamilies of Cuscuta. Thereby, Cuscuta species achieve durable targeting and 

additionally infection of a wider host range (Johnson et al., 2019).  

On the other hand, the frequently so-called “shot gun strategy” is a completely different 

evolutionary approach to enable silencing of a wide range of diverse target sequences, like for 

example defending against a wide range of pathogens. This describes that a large number of 

random sRNAs are secreted and some of them will, by chance, lead to a detrimental pathogen 

gene mis-regulation. However, it is also likely that broad host pathogens like Botrytis employ 

a similar strategy, as a specific evolution of adapted sRNAs for hundreds of hosts seems 

unfeasible (Veloso and van Kan, 2018). In this scenario, there wouldn’t be any specific 

selection pressure on the cross-kingdom sRNAs. A potential example are the PRR derived pha-

siRNAs by Arabidopsis, used to defend against P. capsici, a pathogen that was never observed 

infecting Brassicaceae under natural conditions (Hausbeck and Lamour, 2004; Hou et al., 

2019). Therefore, it is suggested that PPR-derived siRNAs represent a diverse, neutrally 

evolving sequence resource, that by chance will target attacking pathogen transcripts (Hudzik 

et al., 2020).  

Another major open question remains the translocation of the sRNAs, as they have to cross 

various cellular boundaries. As the plant cell wall, as a major barrier, is removed at the site of 

haustoria (Bozkurt and Kamoun, 2020), they are prime suspects to provide the hub for delivery 

of sRNA effectors, as reported for protein effectors (S. Wang et al., 2017). Ultrastructure 

analysis by electron microscopy revealed a large number of membrane enclosed particles in the 

extrahaustorial matrix between the oomycete haustorium and the plant cell (Mims et al., 2004). 

These extracellular vesicles (EVs) have recently drawn a lot of attention and many researchers 

implicated them in cargo transfer between host and pathogen (Cai et al., 2019; Huang et al., 

2019; Kwon et al., 2020). The direct evidence for sRNA transfer is, in comparison, surprisingly 
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limited and future research on transfer has to keep an open mind for alternative hypotheses 

(Rutter and Innes, 2020). Interestingly, both fungi like Botrytis and oomycetes like H. 

arabidopsidis have the capacity to take up naked sRNAs (Bilir et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2016), 

but the uptake mechanism and its relevance in natural systems remains nebulous. To date, the 

only well understood RNA uptake mechanism remains the Systemic RNAi defective (SID) 1/2 

system of the nematode C. elegans (McEwan et al., 2012), but no SID sequence homologues 

have been detected in plants, fungi or oomycetes (M. Wang et al., 2017a). 

As for natural sRNA exchange, the transport mechanisms for HIGS sRNAs are largely 

unknown. In a pre-print report EVs were also suggested to confer transport of such transgene 

derived sRNAs, as the authors detected HIGS hairpin derived sRNAs in EVs enriched by 

ultracentrifugation, and mutants of the plant ESCRT II complex were hampered in efficient 

HIGS (Koch et al., 2020). Another preprint study suggested silencing activity of EVs containing 

anti-bacterial sRNAs, determined by inhibition of coronatin-dependent stomata re-opening 

(Singla-Rastogi et al., 2019). More thorough purification and analysis of EV content and 

functional data providing direct evidence for translocation and uptake of functional RNAs are 

however needed to validate EV mediated transport of HIGS sRNAs.  

Cysteine-rich proteins: the abandoned child of oomycete effector research 

Defensive sRNAs and sRNA effectors represent a relatively new field in molecular plant 

pathology and were found to complement the arms race of plant disease resistance genes and 

pathogen protein effectors. The effector research in oomycetes is largely dominated by RxLR 

effectors as they comprise the vast majority of known avirulence genes and are translocated 

into the host cell. It is generally accepted that RxLRs play crucial virulence roles in the genus 

Phytophthora and downy mildew pathogens like Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Anderson 

et al., 2015). However, the first contact between pathogen and host is principally made in the 

apoplast, which consequently represents the first and often already decisive battleground 

(Rocafort et al., 2020).  

In this thesis, we provide first insights into the function of an apoplastic effector of H. 

arabidopsidis that belongs to the class of cysteine-rich proteins, the most prevalent effector 

class during infection (Asai et al., 2014; Cabral et al., 2011). Several lines of evidence suggest 

that this effector is involved in PCD inhibition. Gene knockdown by HIGS resulted in trailing 

necrosis of host cells around the hyphae, the expression of HaCR1 in N. benthamiana could 

suppress AvrE effector-induced cell death and repressed growth of the fungal necrotroph B. 

cinerea. Accordingly, it was shown before that expression of animal anti apoptotic proteins can 

repress B. cinerea lesion formation as well (Dickman et al., 2001). In contrast, the enhanced 
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lesion formation of P. capsici seems at first contradictory to a role in host cell death inhibition. 

However, as P. capsici has a biotrophic phase, impairment of cell death during this phase 

putatively increases the ability for lesion formation after the switch to necrotrophy. Likewise, 

the RxLR effector Avr1b from P. sojae prevented induced cell death and still induced longer 

root lesions in soy bean (Dou et al., 2008). Upon expression in transgenic Arabidopsis, the 

effector weakened the induction of the salicylic acid responsive marker gene AtPR1. This gene 

encodes for a secreted sterol binding protein that has been shown to be especially effective 

against sterol auxotrophs from the genera Phytopthora and Peronospora (Alexander et al., 

1993; Gamir et al., 2017). 

The effector function was clearly dependent on the presence of the signal peptide and, together 

with my colleagues, I validated that the effector localized at least partially to the apoplast 

determined by confocal microscopy and western blot on isolated apoplastic wash fluid. As 

HaCR1 is lacking any annotated domains or motifs, a specific binding of MAMPs to prevent 

immunity, like for LysM effectors, seems unlikely (Kombrink and Thomma, 2013). Instead, 

we collected evidence that HaCR1 could inhibit host extracellular proteases, a common trait 

for apoplastic effectors of filamentous plant pathogens (Jashni et al., 2015). For example, the 

cysteine rich effector Avr2 of the fungal pathogen Cladosporium fulvum exhibits multiple 

disulfide bridges that ensure effector function in host protease inhibition. The last 6 amino acids 

display a cysteine-cysteine-3 other amino acids-cysteine pattern, which forms one disulfide 

bridge and were found to be crucial to inhibit target protease function (Van’t Klooster et al., 

2011). Interestingly, this pattern is observed in the cysteine arrays of H. arabidopsidis cysteine-

rich proteins including HaCR1 (Cabral et al., 2011), however the exact formation of disulfide 

bridges remains to be determined experimentally.  

It becomes increasingly evident that various families of secreted host proteases are essential 

regulators of the plant immunity response and in particular PCD (Balakireva and Zamyatnin, 

2018; Misas-Villamil et al., 2016; Salguero-Linares and Coll, 2019). This aspect is strikingly 

similar to animals, where the regulation of apoptosis and cell autonomous immunity is 

performed by a family of cysteine proteases, so called caspases (Man and Kanneganti, 2016). 

The control of PCD by extracellular proteases also provides a link between the two observed 

functions of HaCR1, even though a final confirmation of this hypothesis is lacking and requires 

identification of the plant interactors. 

Despite their prevalence, to the author’s knowledge, only two previous reports investigated the 

role of any oomycete cysteine-rich protein during infection. The small cysteine-rich effector 

SCR96 from Phytophthora cactorum was induced during infection and triggered cell death 
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upon transient expression in Nicotinana benthamiana. Moreover, transgenic SCR96RNAi 

oomycete lines with reduced expression of SCR96 failed to resist oxidative stress, however if 

these two functions are linked or independent remains to be determined (Chen et al., 2016). 

Even less is known about the small cysteine-rich peptide SCR82 from P. capsici, that did 

neither induce cell death in Arabidopsis nor in N. benthamiana, but could trigger defense gene 

induction (Zhang et al., 2019).  

One of the greatest challenges in effector research is the extremely high diversity and fast 

evolution of effector repertoires. Most of the effectors can be only found in a single pathogen 

species, some even only in one isolate. Thus, if the role of an effector is elucidated in a pathogen 

model species like H. arabidopsidis, it is frequently difficult to transfer this knowledge to 

closely related, economically relevant crop pathogens like for example the sunflower downy 

mildew Plasmopara halstedii. In a comparison of the effector repertoires, only six sequence 

homologs out of over one hundred effectors were detected (Sharma et al., 2015) and none of 

the CR proteins had a high-confidence homolog in other oomycetes (Cabral et al., 2011). 

However, as the general function of the plant immunity and physiology is highly conserved, 

there is potentially high functional conservation, despite lack of sequence identity. Accordingly, 

it was shown that highly diverse protein effector repertoires from bacteria, fungi and oomycetes 

converge on relatively few common host targets (Mukhtar et al., 2011; Weßling et al., 2014). 

Therefore, breeding efforts on effector targets is suggested as a complementary approach to 

inbreeding of R genes to obtain more durable broad range resistance (Gawehns et al., 2013).  

Who am I? And if so, how many? Comparison of protein and sRNA effectors 

The coevolution of plants and pathogens is driven by constant pressure to counteract each other 

only to maintain a stable interaction level, also described as “red queen hypothesis” (Clay and 

Kover, 1996). This leads to permanent evolution of novel virulence strategies by pathogens 

followed by novel defense strategies by host plants, as described by the zig-zag-model (Hein et 

al., 2009; Jones and Dangl, 2006). Therefore, both effectors and R genes are rapidly evolving 

proteins displaying extremely high degrees of sequence variation and abundancy among 

individual populations. To increase the plasticity and mutation speed, pathogen effector loci are 

frequently organized in repeat arrays and linked to transposon regions (Dong et al., 2015).  

In this line, sRNA effectors would provide an even faster level of evolution as every sequence 

variation in a given sRNA immediately impacts the complementarity, and thereby potentially 

the silencing capacity and interaction outcome. Most sRNA effectors from H. arabidopsidis 

and B. cinerea arise from non-coding, repetitive regions and are thought to be virtually free 
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from purifying selection. This, in theory, will result in high amounts of polymorphisms, high 

mutation rates, and low sequence conservation. 

In contrast, mutations in the protein coding host target genes can lead to detrimental amino acid 

changes and are therefore counter selected. This puts evolutionary pressure on the host to 

accumulate synonymous mutations impairing silencing without changing the amino acid 

sequence. However, and intriguingly, such synonymous mutations of the wobble position were 

found to be compensated by corresponding polymorphisms in the miRNA families of various 

Cuscuta species, providing fascinating insights into plant/parasite coevolution (Johnson et al., 

2019). Interestingly, we also found several sequence polymorphisms in the sRNA target sites 

in the sequenced accessions from the 1001 genome project (1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016). 

It however remains to be clarified if these are enriched compared to non-targeted parts of the 

transcriptome.  

Surprisingly, I did not detect high variability in the sRNA encoding loci in the three sequenced 

H. arabidopsidis strains, which is in contrast to the higher sequence variation of H. 

arabidopsidis protein effectors. Among cysteine-rich protein effectors, 62.5% displayed 

sequence polymorphisms and two were even isolate specific (Cabral et al., 2011). However, a 

direct comparison is difficult, as protein effector sequences with several hundred nucleotides 

are much longer than sRNAs of 21 nucleotides, making SNPs more likely. Still, current data 

do not indicate any presence of larger sRNA families with complementary sequence variations 

in H. arabidopsidis as identified in the parasitic plant genus Cuscuta (Johnson et al., 2019). The 

high conservation of sRNA effectors might be a result from the very narrow host range of H. 

arabidopsidis, while the protein effectors must retain higher plasticity to avoid recognition by 

host R genes. At the moment, there is no indication that sRNAs can be used by the host to 

induce immunity, therefore sRNAs can be at worst neutral, but not highly detrimental for the 

pathogen (Niehl et al., 2016). This might lead to a reduced selection pressure compared to 

protein effectors. Finally, it should be noted that commonly used, genome sequenced, H. 

arabidopsidis strains like Noco2, Emoy2, and Cala2 were all collected in a relatively small 

region in England, compared to more than thousand sequenced Arabidopsis accessions from all 

over the Northern hemisphere (1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016). Therefore, H. arabidopsidis 

total sRNA and protein effector variance might still be underestimated. 

Interestingly, both HaCR1 and HasRNA90 target extracellular proteases, however on different 

regulation levels. While HasRNA90 repressed the expression of the apoplastic aspartyl protease 

AtAED3, HaCR1 repressed the activity of extracellular protease proteins. As detailed above, 

proteases are crucial components of the immune response and in particular PCD signaling. It 
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will be intriguing to explore the detailed role of AtAED3 in anti-oomycete immunity and 

whether HaCR1 can even directly interact with this particular protease. Such a direct 

connection between cross-kingdom sRNAs and effector function is illustrated by the oomycete 

effector PSR2 that represses the formation of PPR derived siRNAs in Arabidopsis, which were 

suggested to repress P. capsici genes (Hou et al., 2019). Therefore, together sRNAs and 

proteinaceous effectors provide a more robust way to reprogram host physiology and prevent 

immunity (Figure 2). As the host has to counteract an attack on completely distinct levels to 

gain full resistance, this might provide selection pressure for the parallel usage of sRNA and 

protein effectors in H. arabidopsidis.  

 

Figure 2: H. arabidopsidis uses both protein and sRNA effectors to achieve host infection.  

H. arabidopsidis sRNAs hijack the Arabidopsis AGO1 protein to silence immunity factors 

suppressing host immunity. Together with host translocated RxLR effectors, apoplastic effectors 

like HaCR1 prevent the induction of programmed cell death (PCD). I suggest that the main role 

of HaCR1 is the inhibition of extracellular proteases in the extrahaustorial matrix (EHM), which 

are well-described promoters of PCD. An intriguing speculation is that one inhibited protease is 

AtAED3, which would thereby be targeted by H. arabidopsidis on two independent levels: post-

transcriptionally and protein activity. The model also illustrates the suppression of HaCR1 in 

transgenic HaCR1RNAi lines by host sRNAs, that probably exploit a natural defense mechanism. 

Potentially, the H. arabidopsidis homolog of PSR2 can interfere with host sRNA production and 

host-induced gene silencing, however its function hasn’t yet been elucidated. This model implies 

the haustorium as the central hub for signal exchange as reported for RxLR effectors. 
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While an increasing number of pathosystems provides evidence for cross-kingdom RNAi, no 

such evidence has been found in the fungal pathogen Zymospetoria tritici (Kettles et al., 2019; 

X. Ma et al., 2020). Furthermore, other fungal pathogens, like Ustilago maydis, have even lost 

the entire canonical RNAi machinery (Laurie et al., 2008). Conversely, protein effectors sensu 

stricto, interacting with defined host proteins impairing plant immunity and retooling host 

physiology functions are largely absent from the necrotrophic Botrytis cinerea. Besides 

hydrolytic enzymes and PCD elicitors, sometimes also referred to as effectors, early interaction 

with the host immune system might be largely governed by sRNAs (Veloso and van Kan, 2018). 

It will be an enticing task of future research to unravel which evolutionary forces work in favor 

and against cross-kingdom RNAi.  

On a holistic level, the relative contribution of protein and sRNA effectors to pathogen 

virulence remains one of the most exciting open questions. One of the greatest challenges 

elucidating this is the collaborative nature of effectors, where the effect of each individual 

effector is usually relatively minor (Cunnac et al., 2011). As components in effector delivery, 

like the type III secretion system of bacteria, are still unknown in eukaryotes, it is difficult to 

estimate the combined effect of all effectors by mutation of single or a few genes like in the 

hrcC- mutant of Pseudomonas (Collmer et al., 2000; Petre and Kamoun, 2014). On the other 

hand, it is likely that certain transport mechanisms, like extracellular vesicles, are used by both 

effector proteins and sRNAs (Boevink, 2017; Boevink et al., 2020). In some aspect, the 

collaborative effect of the sRNAs can be assessed by the analysis of plant ago mutants. In the 

case of H. arabidopsidis, a fully compatible interaction of strain Noco2 with Arabidopsis 

ecotype Col-0 was rendered partially incompatible, displaying trailing necrosis and strongly 

reduced pathogen biomass and sporulation. This suggests, that the collaborative impact of 

sRNA effectors might be as crucial as the joint impact of protein effectors. 

In this work, I provided initial insights into two poorly characterized classes of oomycete 

molecular weapons: sRNAs and cysteine-rich proteins. This thesis implies crucial roles for both 

of them and highlights the necessity for holistic research on oomycete virulence factors, not 

only focusing on RxLR effectors. With the introduction of H. arabidopsidis as a model system 

to study both sRNAs and cysteine-rich proteins, I am convinced that, based on this, future 

research can continue to unravel their modes of action and the evolutionary forces shaping 

them. This will potentially clear the central hurdle to start durable disarming of notorious 

oomycete crop pathogens challenging food supply for the world.   
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